TO: Celeste Cantú, Executive Director  
Tom Howard, Chief Deputy Director  
State Water Resources Control Board

FROM: Thomas R. Pinkos  
Executive Officer

DATE: 10 February 2004

SIGNATURE: [Signature]

SUBJECT: WATER QUALITY CONTROL POLICY FOR DEVELOPING CALIFORNIA'S CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 303(d) LIST; DECEMBER 2003 (LISTING POLICY)

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the draft Listing Policy. We fully support the comments submitted by the TMDL Round Table, which includes Regional Board staff and managers who have years of experience interpreting water quality standards and evaluating a vast array of environmental data and information. Given their experience and the lead role the Regions have in conducting the 303(d) List assessment, we ask the State Board to give a great deal of weight and deference to the TMDL Round Table’s comments and suggestions.

Our comments are directed to three main areas that are also addressed by the TMDL Round Table: 1) the primary reliance on the binomial method for listing and delisting waters; 2) allowing the Listing Policy to supersede Regional Board policies for interpreting narrative objectives; 3) resource implications of provisions that go beyond assessing attainment of water quality standards.

1. **Focus on Binomial Method for assessments** - The binomial method with a 10% acceptable exceedance rate is the primary method proposed in the draft policy for evaluating water quality data. Although such an approach would provide consistency in how standards are evaluated, it is inconsistent with how standards are written. Few standards are written with a 10% allowable exceedance rate, and it is unclear how an allowable frequency of exceedance that is not expressed in the standard can be used to evaluate compliance with that standard.

   The binomial method alone cannot take into account critical information that is pertinent to the evaluation of compliance with standards. Analysis of trends and magnitude of exceedance would be precluded, as well as consideration of other relevant information (e.g. whether a clean-up has taken place; a pesticide use has been cancelled; a seasonal impact occurs). The allowance for “Alternate Data Evaluation” requires that 6 to 8 criteria be met and documentation provided, which makes use of an alternate method difficult if not impossible.
It would be feasible to use the binomial method as a screening tool in combination with a more comprehensive analysis that can take into account other relevant factors. We support the recommendation by the TMDL Round Table to use the binomial method in conjunction with a well defined “weight of evidence” method. Such an approach will help ensure that the Regional Boards will make reasoned decisions in determining whether standards are attained.

2. Superseding of Regional Board Policies – The Listing Policy proposes to supersede any Regional Board policies that address interpretation of narrative water quality objectives, but only for the purposes of the Listing Policy. A dual system of standards interpretation would be established in those regions with such policies. One system of interpretation would exist for the Listing Policy and another system for all other Regional Board actions, resulting in confusion and inconsistency regarding how Regional Boards address water quality problems.

We recommend that the following sentence in the Listing Policy (Section 6.2.3) be deleted: “This section supersedes any regional water quality control plan or water quality control policy to the extent of any conflict.”

3. Resource Implications – Performing water quality assessments for California’s surface waters is a resource intensive task due to the high degree of public interest, the level of documentation required, and the level of technical effort needed. The draft Listing Policy adds to this resource intensive task by requiring the Regions also to determine whether an “enforceable program” exists that will address the identified problem. The type of analysis required, as well as additional data that would need to be reviewed, is very similar to what needs to be done as part of the TMDL development process. Without a significant increase in resources and time to complete the listing process, making a determination as to whether an “enforceable program” will address the impairment is not possible.

It should also be noted that the TMDL Guidance that is also before the State Board identifies “enforceable programs” as an option for addressing impairments, but envisions a more deliberative process for determining the most appropriate tool to apply to non-attainment of standards. We recommend that the Listing Policy not address “enforceable programs” since the TMDL Guidance already provides a mechanism for recognizing such programs.

The draft Listing Policy also does not discuss how often the List will be updated. The 1998 and 2002 lists took a little over two years between the solicitation of information by the Regions to approval by U.S. EPA. The process outlined in the draft Listing Policy would likely require at least that amount of time. If the 303(d) List is updated every two years, we would be in a constant state of updating the 303(d) List. Such a process would require permanent staffing for the 303(d) List update, which would take away needed resources from working on identified problems. We suggest that the Listing Policy define a comprehensive update effort every 4 to 5 years. A more limited update process could occur more frequently, if necessary to meet federal
requirements (e.g. the limited process would only focus on specific requests for changes to the List).

I appreciate your attention to our comments and we would be willing to work with your staff to make the changes necessary to address our concerns and the concerns of the other Regions. My staff and I also would be happy to brief you or the State Board members.

For your information, I have attached the comments that we have previously sent, along with the recommendations that were prepared by staff from the regions and OCC. Thank you for taking the time to consider our comments and concerns. If you have any questions, please call me at (916) 464-4638, or your staff can contact Joe Karkoski at (916) 464-4668.

Attachments

July 1, 2002 Memo from Joe Karkoski (Central Valley RB) to Craig J. Wilson (State Board) regarding Framework for Developing California’s 303(D) List – May 15, 2002 Draft (Draft framework)

December 18, 2002 - Policy for the Identification of Surface Waters not Meeting Water Quality Standards; Recommendations from the Regional Board Representatives of the TMDL Round Table to the Management Coordinating Committee

June 20, 2003 Memo from Ken Landau (Central Valley RB) to Stan Martinson (State Board) regarding Comments on “Water Quality Control Policy for Guidance on Assessing California Surface Waters”; 9 June 2003 Draft (Draft Listing Policy)

August 26, 2003 Memo from Thomas R. Pinkos (Central Valley RB) to Celeste Cantú and Tom Howard (State Board) regarding Clean Water Act Section 303(d) Listing Policy (Listing Policy) and 2004 303(d) List Update

cc via e-mail: Regional Board Executive Officers (w/o Attachments)  
Regional Board TMDL Round Table Representatives (w/o Attachments)  
Michael Levy, Office of Chief Counsel (w/o Attachments)  
Craig J. Wilson, State Board, DWQ (w/o Attachments)
California Regional Water Quality Control Board
Central Valley Region
Robert Schneider, Chair

Sacramento Main Office
Internet Address: http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb5
3443 Routier Road, Suite A, Sacramento, California 95827-3003
Phone (916) 255-3000 • FAX (916) 255-3015

TO: Celeste Cantú, Executive Director
    Tom Howard, Chief Deputy Director
FROM: Tom Pinkos
    Executive Officer

DATE: 26 August 2003

SIGNATURE: [signature]

SUBJECT: CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 303(D) LISTING POLICY (LISTING POLICY) AND 2004 303(D) LIST UPDATE

Listing Policy Comments

On a number of occasions over the past year, Central Valley Regional Board staff has provided comments and recommendations on the Clean Water Act Section 303(d) Listing Policy being prepared by the State Water Resources Control Board. In December 2002, fifty staff representing all of the regions and the Office of Chief Counsel collaboratively developed a set of recommendations to guide the development of the Listing Policy. Unfortunately, the most critical components of those recommendations are not reflected in the Draft Listing Policy (Water Quality Control Policy for Guidance on Assessing California Surface Waters; July 1, 2003 Draft).

The Draft Listing Policy still contains a number of legal and technical flaws that have yet to be addressed. The primary issues that I believe should be addressed are identified below:

1. **Single method focus for assessments** - the binomial method with a 10% acceptable exceedance rate is the primary method proposed for evaluating environmental data. A one-size-fits-all approach will provide consistency and clarity, but will be neither legally nor scientifically defensible. Few standards are written with a 10% allowable exceedance rate, so this policy for all practical purposes would re-write many state and federal standards. Analysis of trends and magnitude of exceedance would be precluded, as well as consideration of other relevant information (e.g. whether a clean-up has taken place; a pesticide use has been cancelled; a seasonal impact occurs). The allowance for “Alternate Data Evaluation” requires that 6-8 criteria be met and documentation provided, which makes use of an alternate method difficult if not impossible.
Recommendation: Adopt approach recommended by Regional Boards that focuses on documentation of evaluation process, but provides flexibility in application of analytical tools. More definition of available tools and the applicability of each tool could be provided.

2. Overriding Regional Board policies will add confusion and inconsistency to how Regional Boards address water quality problems – it is proposed that the Listing Policy will trump any Regional Board policies that address interpretation of narrative water quality objectives, but only for the purposes of the Listing Policy. A dual system of standards interpretation would be established in those regions with such policies. One system for the Listing Policy and another system for all other Regional Board actions.

Recommendation: Allow Regional Board policies on interpretation of narrative water quality objectives to take precedence, unless and until the State Board develops a general policy on interpretation of narrative objectives.

3. Identifying water quality problems should not be based on resource considerations. The Introduction states that significant water quality problems will be reported. The discussion associated with this policy statement suggests that limiting the reporting of problems is necessary due to resource availability to address all water quality problems. Reporting or identifying a problem should not be based on some preconceived notion of resource availability. An assessment should be science-based. Work planning and prioritization determines where resources will go.

Recommendation: Keep the assessment process science based. Do not try to limit the identification of problems (i.e. keeping the list short) based on resource issues to address the problem. How resources are spent will be based on established priorities and year-to-year work planning. If there are numerous water quality problems identified and California’s citizens believe addressing them is important, resources will be directed to those problems.

4. Multiple Lists are confusing and add administrative complications – the use of multiple lists moves us from determining whether standards are attained in surface waters to trying to identify what will be done about those surface waters. The proposed policy will, therefore, intermingle assessment and planning functions. Additional documentation will be required to identify which list to place waters on or to defend not placing a water on a particular list. The tracking of waters as they move from list to list will likely confuse the public and make it difficult to clearly communicate the status of the State’s surface waters. Finally, the Lists appear to be overlapping with waters on the “Standards Partially Attained List” appearing on other lists.

Recommendation: Adopt approach recommended by Regional Boards that focuses on identifying list of waters not attaining standards. As a separate exercise (and in a manner consistent with the Impaired Waters Guidance), identify the Regional Board response to listings. Tracking will take place using a database rather than separate lists or tables.

5. Overly specific or directive provisions. There are a number of instances throughout the document that contain overly specific guidance or overly directive provisions. For example, the
Planning List requires that monitoring be conducted before the next 303(d) list is completed for waters on that list (a requirement that is logistically impossible for a two-year assessment cycle). Specific age of data requirements are established and the spatial representation of a monitoring point are established as uniform standards without a clear, technical basis.

**Recommendation:** Keep the policy general, but require a brief description of why data are representative of current conditions. By requiring documentation, the next iteration of the Listing Policy will have a foundation for any specific policy requirements.

I suggest that any policy that is adopted include a “sunset” provision. The Listing Policy, no matter its final form, will be largely untested and may have unintended consequences depending on its application. The Listing Policy will profoundly impact Regional and State Water Board surface water programs and should, therefore, be reviewed periodically.

I also believe that it is imperative that any draft listing policy should be applied to specific real-world examples prior to consideration of adoption of that policy. Each region could provide up to 5 examples and allow State Board staff to run a pilot application of the policy, which would include analysis and documentation. A summary of the results of the analysis could be made, along with any necessary adjustments to the policy.

Finally, I recommend that you allow Regional Board assessment staff to directly brief you on the difficulties in applying the Draft Listing Policy and the possible remedies. If necessary, briefings of State Board members could also be provided.

**2004 303(d) List Update**

I am also concerned about plans to update the Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List in 2004. As you know, our available resources for developing TMDLs and updating the 303(d) List are limited. As discussed at the last MCC meeting, our Strategic Plan goals for TMDL completion have not been met. Therefore, we should focus our limited resources on completing TMDLs rather than conducting another 303(d) list assessment, especially when the “2002” 303(d) List was just recently adopted.

I understand that the State Board anticipates applying the new Listing Policy to the next update of the 303(d) List. The last update to the 303(d) List took nearly two years from the beginning of the solicitation for data to the State Board’s final decision. It does not seem to be logistically possible to have a new Listing Policy in place and apply it in time to meet the U.S. EPA’s April 1, 2004 deadline for submitting the next 303(d) List.

As an alternative, I suggest that we commit to updating the 303(d) List after the new Listing Policy has been adopted by the State Board and approved by the Office of Administrative Law. If this is not acceptable, the State Board and U.S. EPA will need to allow work plans to be rewritten to reflect the diversion of TMDL resources to the 303(d) List update process.
For your information, we have attached the comments that we have previously sent, along with the recommendations that were prepared by staff from the regions and OCC. Thank you for taking the time to consider my comments and concerns. If you have any questions, please call me at (916) 255-3038 or your staff can contact Joe Karkoski at (916) 255-3368.

Attachments

July 1, 2002 Memo from Joe Karkoski (Central Valley RB) to Craig J. Wilson (State Board) regarding Framework for Developing California’s 303(D) List – May 15, 2002 Draft (Draft framework)

December 18, 2002 - Policy for the Identification of Surface Waters not Meeting Water Quality Standards; Recommendations from the Regional Board Representatives of the TMDL Round Table to the Management Coordinating Committee

June 20, 2003 Memo from Ken Landau (Central Valley RB) to Stan Martinson (State Board) regarding Comments on “Water Quality Control Policy for Guidance on Assessing California Surface Waters”; 9 June 2003 Draft (Draft Listing Policy)

cc: Regional Board Executive Officers (w/o Attachments)
Regional Board TMDL Round Table Representatives (w/o Attachments)
Michael Levy, Office of Chief Counsel (w/o Attachments)
TO: Stan Martinson, Chief
    Division of Water Quality
    State Water Resources Control Board
FROM: Ken Landau
    Assistant Executive Officer
DATE: 20 June 2003
SIGNATURE: [Signature]


The Central Valley Regional Board staff appreciates the opportunity to review the Draft Listing Policy prior to its release to the public. We have reviewed the Draft Listing Policy and believe that it contains significant legal, scientific, and policy flaws. My staff and staff from the other Regional Boards and the Office of Chief Counsel put a lot of time and effort into developing a comprehensive set of recommendations for the Listing Policy. We are disappointed that so many of the substantive recommendations provided by the Regions have been disregarded. We are also concerned that the severely compressed time frame for internal review prior to public release precludes any opportunity for meaningful discussion with State Board staff.

A detailed discussion of our comments and concerns are provided in the following attachment. Our primary concerns fall in three general areas:

1. **Definition of Attainment of Standards** - the Draft Listing Policy primarily relies on one statistical methodology with a single set of assumptions to determine attainment of standards. This requirement in the Draft Listing Policy is inconsistent with existing policies and regulations and is scientifically indefensible. Regional Board staff believes that the great variability in how standards and criteria are expressed combined with even greater variations in data quality and quantity from water body to water body precludes the development of a “one size fits all” analytical method. The Regional Board staff, therefore, recommended a consistent assessment process that would allow for any necessary changes in analytical approach based on differences in criteria and data availability. The Draft Listing Policy generally requires the use of a single analytical method and allowable exceedance rate for all waters, pollutants, and standards.

2. **Assessment versus Planning** - The Draft Listing Policy not only provides guidance on how to conduct the assessment of data, but also mandates what action will be taken (and when) depending on the list a water body ends up on. The information available to make an assessment

---

1. See “Policy for the Identification of Surface Waters not Meeting Water Quality Standards; Recommendations from the Regional Board Representatives of the TMDL Round Table to the Management Coordinating Committee”. 18 December 2002. A report prepared by staff from the nine Regional Water Boards and staff from the Office of Chief Counsel.
determination may not be sufficient to determine the most appropriate course of action. The Impaired Waters Guidance (being developed by Tetra Tech and the TMDL Roundtable) will provide a decision framework for the course of action to take in response to the assessment determination. We believe the Listing Policy should focus solely on providing guidance for the assessment process.

3. **Cost to Implement** – there are a number of aspects of the Draft Listing Policy that could have profound implications on how our resources are directed. Waters on the Planning List must be monitored prior to the next assessment cycle. Even if State resources are not spent to conduct the monitoring, significant staff time could be spent issuing 13267 letters or trying to get voluntary monitoring efforts going. Mandating TMDL completion schedules for high and medium priority waters also removes discretion on where to focus our water quality control efforts and may require more staff resources than currently available. Lastly, the preparation of waterbody fact sheets for all pollutants/pollution and water bodies, whether standards are attained or not will impose a large, unnecessary administrative burden on the Regions.

We believe that the potential impact of this Draft Listing Policy is so significant in terms of the resource implications and the new mandates it establishes on surface water quality programs that it should not be publicly released until the Management Coordinating Committee has an opportunity to discuss it. In addition, we strongly recommend that any Draft Listing Policy be evaluated using actual data sets from California prior to its public release. We need to know whether the Listing Policy is understandable and practical by trying to apply it on a small scale prior to proposing its application to all of California’s waters.

We will continue to make ourselves available to assist in the development of this important state-wide policy. We also believe that if the underlying issues can be resolved, it will be easier to resolve specific issues with your staff. We appreciate your consideration of our comments and concerns. If you have any questions, please give me a call at (916) 255-3026 or your staff may contact Joe Karkoski at (916) 255-3368.
GENERAL COMMENTS

A. Legal Issues

1. Procedural

States are required to identify water bodies that are impaired. Impairments need to be determined by evaluating information and determining whether narrative and numerical water quality objectives are being met. However, the draft policy proposes a whole different procedure for determining impairments.

The introduction to the policy states that the Policy shall not be used to: … "establish, revise, or refine any water quality objective or beneficial use". The Draft Listing Policy does result in the defacto establishment of new water quality objectives by the consistent application of an allowable 10% exceedance rate to all numeric water quality objectives and criteria. Since many established State water quality objectives and federal criteria already implicitly or explicitly identify an acceptable exceedance rate, this policy does result in the wholesale revision of numeric objectives and mandates specific interpretations of narrative objectives.

As a matter of State law, a revision of objectives would require the State Board to conduct a CEQA analysis, including preparation of a Functionally Equivalent Document. In addition, for each objective to which the 10% allowable exceedance rate would apply, the State Board would be required to consider the six factors identified in § 13241 of Porter-Cologne. Since many of the objectives would effect agriculture, the State Board would arguably need to estimate the cost to agriculture (§ 13141).

In addition to Porter-Cologne and CEQA requirements, State and federal anti-degradation policies must also be considered. Many State and federal objectives are expressed as maximum (or minimum) values with no allowable exceedance rate or with very low allowable exceedance rates (e.g. once every three years for federal criteria). Establishing a higher exceedance rate (10%) would essentially allow degradation of water quality. Findings based on scientific evidence would need to establish that such degradation does not impact beneficial uses.

Since the Policy would effectively change water quality objectives, U.S. EPA approval of such changes would be required. The changes in the objectives, and therefore the implementation of this Policy, would not become effective until final U.S. EPA approval was received.

2. Arbitrary Interpretation of Water Quality Objectives

If the State Board does not treat the Draft Listing Policy as a standards action, then the methods proposed to assess attainment of water quality objectives must be evaluated with respect to how the objectives are written. Most, if not all, numeric objectives or criteria include an explicit or implicit description of the averaging period and allowable frequency of exceedance. Many numeric objectives, in fact, are expressed as a maximum value (or minimum) with no expressed allowable rate of exceedance.

The Draft Listing Policy arbitrarily assigns a 10% allowable exceedance rate with no consideration of the exceedance rate established as part of the water quality objective. The Draft Listing Policy's
definition of attainment of water quality objectives would inherently contradict established federal criteria and State objectives which would greatly complicate enforcement of standards.

**Recommendation to Address Legal Issues:** Our recommendation is to remove all requirements to use specific exceedance rates for listing purposes. The discussion should be replaced with specific references to exceedance rates that are part of established water quality objectives (e.g., once every three years for CTR aquatic life criteria, maxima or minima for many Regional Board numeric objectives) or the discussion pollutant should just state that the "The rate of exceedance allowed by the established water quality objective or federal criteria must be used in evaluating attainment of water quality standards."

**B. Scientific Issues**

1. **Statistical Analysis**

The Draft Listing Policy appears to require the application of the binomial method to interpretation of virtually all environmental data without regard to the appropriateness of such application. Although the binomial method can be a valuable tool for evaluating data, its exclusive use would result in ignoring valuable information. Reliance on the binomial method does not allow the analyst to take into account the magnitude of exceedances, the timing of exceedances, or water quality trends.

In a course on Applied Environmental Statistics that was sponsored by the State Board (Helsel and Gilroy; April 28-May 2, 2003 at Cal State, Sacramento), a number of different approaches to the analysis of environmental data were discussed. In many cases, these alternate methods can provide a better foundation for determining whether water quality standards are being attained than use of the binomial method alone.

For example, the concern with fish consumption is generally related to chronic exposure. A more appropriate evaluation would be to calculate the mean tissue concentration and compare it to a standard or criteria using a t-test.

Information on the magnitude of exceedances can be explicitly taken into account by evaluating the probability distribution of the data. The probability of exceeding the objective or criteria can be found directly from the actual distribution of the data. If this probability is greater than the exceedance rate allowed by the standard a scientifically justified decision to list can be made.

Another approach to evaluating data that is discussed by Helsel and Gilroy is to simply plot the data on a graph of concentration versus time. The analyst can then evaluate whether observed exceedances have a seasonal pattern, whether the exceedances are significant at certain times and not others, or are a result of climatic patterns (drought year v. El Nino year).

In addition, the analyst must often bring in other information that is not easy to incorporate into a statistical method. For example, exceedances may be caused by spills or violations of permit limits that are not likely to recur. Monitoring studies may be structured to be biased (collected when a problem is expected to occur) rather than random, which makes application of some statistical methods difficult or invalid.
In summary, mandating a single analytical approach for evaluating water quality data undermines two foundational elements of the any listing policy: 1) It must include a “weight of evidence” approach. Such an approach can only be effective if the development and use of multiple lines of evidence are explicitly allowed for in the Listing Policy. 2) The Listing Policy must include a sound technical and scientific approach. The use of one analytical method to fit every situation is not a technically sound approach.

Recommendation to Address Statistical Analysis Issue: References to the primary reliance on the binomial method should be removed from the document. In its place, the policy should require that the analytical methods used by the Regions be documented. An attachment to the listing policy could describe the most commonly applicable analytical methods and provide case examples.

2. Exceedance Rate Assumptions

The Draft Listing Policy continually relies on a 10% exceedance rate to determine whether a water quality standard is attained. In general, water quality objectives, criteria, and guidelines that are used to determine standards attainment are either implicitly or explicitly expressed in terms of magnitude (the number), duration (the averaging period), and frequency (how often the number over a particular averaging period can be exceeded). In addition to the legal issues discussed above, there is no scientific basis for arbitrarily assigning a frequency that is different from that already contained in the objective, criterion, or guideline.

In many cases, the assignment of an allowable 10% exceedance rate to a criterion could result in significant beneficial use impacts. For example, many dissolved oxygen objectives are expressed as minimum levels below which DO concentrations “shall not be reduced” – our Basin Plan includes a general 5 mg/L or 7 mg/L objective depending on use. If DO concentrations were measured year round, the 10% exceedance rate would allow DO concentrations to 1 mg/L or less for a month or more. Application of the Draft Listing Policy in this case would result in a conclusion that standards were attained while the beneficial use was significantly impacted.

Conversely, application of a 10% exceedance rate to analysis of fish tissue could lead to the erroneous listing of hundreds of California’s water ways. Criteria that are used to protect against the consumption of contaminants in fish are generally based on long term, chronic exposure. The most appropriate comparison to make is between the mean (or median) concentration of the contaminants in fish being consumed and the applicable objective, criteria, or guideline. Application of a 10% exceedance rate to evaluation of fish tissue would often result in a technically unjustified conclusion that standards are not attained.

Recommendation to Address Exceedance Rate Assumptions: References to the primary use of a 10% exceedance rate (or any other exceedance rate not included as part of the water quality objective, criterion, or guideline) should be removed from the document. In its place, the Listing Policy should require that the allowable frequency of exceedance be based on how the applicable water quality objective, criterion, or guideline is expressed. The Listing Policy should also allow for professional judgment to be applied to determine whether the non-attainment of a water quality standard is a persistent or recurrent problem. In some cases, historic data may indicate that the standard was not.
attained, but other information may be available to indicate that those historic conditions are not likely to recur or be persistent (e.g. a clean-up has taken place or past exceedances were the result of a spill).

C. Policy Issues

1. Use of Multiple Lists

The Draft Listing Policy would establish eight different lists of waters and pollutants (or pollution). The intent of the multiple lists appears to be twofold: 1) describe the status of the State’s surface waters in terms of attainment of water quality standards; 2) describe what will be done to address certain surface waters. The Draft Listing Policy, therefore, moves beyond providing guidance on assessment of surface waters and establishes requirements for how to address specific waters and pollutants.

The use of multiple lists will make it very confusing for the public to determine the status of various waters and extremely difficult for the Regional Boards to track and administer. The Regions must now apply eight separate sets of decision criteria to decide which list a water and pollutant goes on, which unnecessarily strains staff resources. During the recent 2002 303(d) List update, members of the public commented on the difficulty of tracking where various waters and pollutants ended up as the waters were shifted from one list to another.

Recommendation to Address the Use of Multiple Lists: As contained in the December 2002 recommendations from the Regional Boards, we recommend the establishment of a single data management system to track the status of various waters and pollutants. The data management system should be accessible to the public, so they can understand the status of the States waters. Rather than create and track multiple lists, the Regions and State Board will be able refer to a single data source. In absence of such a system, we suggest that a single list of impaired waters be created, so the public can clearly understand which waters are not attaining standards.

2. Mixing Assessment and Planning Functions

As discussed above, the Draft Listing Policy mixes both assessment and planning functions of the State and Regional Boards. The Draft Listing Policy both provides requirements for determining whether standards are attained and provides requirements about what must be done based on the assessment. The latter provisions have profound implications in terms of directing Regional Board activities and resources.

For example, the Planning List appears to mandate that monitoring take place before completion of the next 303(d) list. The Regional Board will either have to work through voluntary efforts, by requiring submittal of reports, or use its own funds to collect the necessary information. This presumes that sufficient data could be collected between assessments to adequately characterize waters on the Planning List. Waters on the TMDLs Completed List and Enforceable Programs List also include mandates requiring monitoring.

The State (through Tetra Tech) is currently developing Impaired Waters Guidance. The intent of that guidance is to describe the types of actions a Regional Board may take to address waters that do not attain standards. The Draft Listing Policy appears to preempt the Impaired Waters Guidance in several
respects by mandating specific actions and by describing what is considered to be an adequate "enforceable program".

Recommendation to Address the Mixing of Assessment and Planning Functions: We recommend that the Draft Listing Policy focus solely on the process of assessing water quality data and information. All requirements to conduct monitoring or requirements to conduct any other action (e.g. completing TMDLs in a certain time frame) should be removed.

3. Priority Setting and Scheduling

The Draft Listing Policy includes priority setting requirements (Section 6) that are unclear and could compel Regions to address low priority water quality problems ahead of high priority water quality problems. Section 6 states in part "Higher priority shall be assigned to water segments that exceed standards by 40 percent or more for Group 1 pollutants or exceed standards by 20 percent or more for Group 2 pollutants."

The lack of clarity is twofold: 1) the reader must go to another document that is mentioned in the endnotes, but not properly referenced, to determine what a Group 1 or Group 2 pollutant is; and 2) it is not clear whether "exceed standards by X percent" refers to magnitude or frequency and it is not clear what computation is required.

Regardless of the method of computation used, standards are generally exceeded more often and to a greater degree in smaller tributaries that are closer to the source of the pollution. As this requirement is structured, Regions may be mandated to develop TMDLs in smaller, less significant streams prior to addressing more critical water quality problems in main stem waters.

Section 6 of the Draft Listing Policy also establishes TMDL Development schedules based on priorities. TMDL Development schedules are highly dependent on resources available for the TMDL program. Mandating completion of TMDLs in a specific time frame depending on the priority is unnecessary and counter-productive. Scheduling is a work planning function that should take place as part of the Watershed Management Initiative planning process and yearly work planning activities.

Recommendation to Address Priority Setting and Scheduling Issues: Remove the requirement that states "Higher priority shall be assigned to water segments that exceed standards by 40 percent or more for Group 1 pollutants or exceed standards by 20 percent or more for Group 2 pollutants." Remove the discussion of scheduling of TMDL activities.

4. Frequency of Assessment

The Draft Listing Policy does not address the issue of how frequently the proposed assessments must take place. If the State Board envisions application of this Policy every two years (i.e. to track current US EPA requirements for the 303(d) List), the State will be conducting continual and overlapping assessments. The most recently adopted 303(d) list has not yet received US EPA approval, although the solicitation process started over two years ago. The assessment process for the 1998 303(d) List update also took a little over two years. A process in which one assessment cycle begins prior to completion of
the previous assessment cycle would unnecessarily divert staff resources and be very difficult to implement.

**Recommendation to Address Frequency of Assessment:** The Listing Policy should establish an assessment cycle that allows one assessment to be completed prior to the beginning of another. In addition, some time should be allowed between assessments so that the appropriate monitoring and data collection efforts can take place prior to the start of the new assessment. A four-year assessment cycle would be appropriate. To address any concerns regarding federal requirements, the Listing Policy could allow for a more modest update process between the more intensive assessments (e.g. no active solicitation of data, but a requirement to review requests to change the status of waters).

5. **Preparation of Fact Sheets**

The proposed preparation of Fact Sheets appears to be unduly burdensome. Since the Draft Listing Policy address all surface waters, whether standards are being attained or not, Section 7.2.2.2 mandates the development of Fact Sheets for all water and pollutant/pollution combinations. This requirement could require the preparation of hundreds of Fact Sheets for a single water. Since the outline of the Fact Sheets provided in Section 7.2.2.2 covers 1½ pages, a conservative estimate of the length of a single Fact Sheet is four pages. For some of our major water bodies (e.g. the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers), we would need to produce 500 or more pages of Fact Sheets to describe that one waterbody. Although the concluding paragraph of Section 7.2.2.2 appears to allow some grouping of analysis, it appears to be limited to the case when no listing or de-listing decision can be made.

**Recommendation to Address Preparation of Fact Sheets:** We recommend that there be a different level of effort for Fact Sheet preparation for waters attaining standards versus those not attaining standards. For Fact Sheets to be functional they must be clear, succinct, and avoid unnecessary redundancies with other Fact Sheets.

**SPECIFIC COMMENTS**

**Sections 3.2.1 and 4.6, Standards Fully Attained List**

Under 4.6, data sufficient to show that the segment does not trigger placement on either the planning or 303(d) lists is all that is needed for a segment to be placed on this list. Due to the substantial restrictions that the proposed policy places on listing of a water body on the planning and 303(d) lists, many water bodies or segments that have significant water quality problems ("pollution" as defined in WC 13050) could wind up on the "standards fully attained" list, even when standards are not fully attained. This contradiction would undermine the credibility of narrative and numerical water quality objectives in the Basin Plans and criteria promulgated by USEPA. This sets up an adversarial condition that would enhance the current trend for the regulated community to appeal and litigate nearly every permitting and enforcement action of the Regional Boards that are based on compliance with water quality standards. At a minimum, the name of this list should be changed so one that does not sound so definitive. At best, the second condition for listing in Section 4.6 should be deleted.

**Sections 4.1.1, 4.2.1, and 5.1, Numeric Water Quality Objectives, Criteria, or Standards for Toxicants in Water**

These sections refer to maximum contaminant levels as though they are applicable to all water bodies.
This is not the case. MCLs are only applicable to a water body when specifically incorporated by reference in an a water quality objective (e.g., Chemical Constituents) that also applies to the water body. The first sentence of each of these sections should be reworded to read “Numeric water quality objectives for toxic pollutants, including maximum contaminant levels where applicable, or …” The incorporation of MCLs by reference into water quality objectives in most Basin Plans includes both primary and secondary MCLs, without differentiation. As such, primary and secondary MCLs are equally enforceable limits where the water quality objectives apply. The title of each of these proposed policy sections refers only to “toxicants” in water. Secondary MCLs protect mainly against organoleptic effects (e.g., taste, odor, color, laundry staining), rather than toxicity.

Sections 4.1.8, 4.2.7.1, 5.7.1.1 and 5.7.1.2, Nuisance
Adverse taste of water in a segment should be included in each of these sections. Water that tastes bad violates the narrative Tastes and Odors objective in most Basin Plans, where the water body is also listed as a source of municipal or domestic supply.

Section 4.1.9, Adverse Biological Response
The conditions listed in this section, if satisfied, should cause the segment to be listed on the 303(d) list, rather than the planning list.

Section 4.2.11, Alternate Data Evaluation
The last bulleted item, requiring corroborating evidence for listing based on a narrative standard may be to restrictive in many cases. If a guidance level is justified as being an appropriate translator of the narrative objective, appropriately documented lack of compliance with that guidance level should be sufficient grounds for listing. This is especially true for Region 5, where the Basin Plans contain a “Policy for Application of Water Quality Objectives” which specifies the use of guidance levels for translation of narrative objectives. The State Board has upheld the use of such guidelines on appeal in several NPDES related cases.

Sections 4.6 and 4.7, Standards Fully or Partially Attained List Factors
The second bulleted condition in each of these sections are effectively identical, causing a segment to be listed simultaneously on both lists, which intuitively does not make sense.

Section 7.2.3, Evaluation Guideline Selection Process
Why is it necessary for this aspect of the policy to supercede any conflicting language in a water quality control plan? Shouldn't more specific standards and policies contained in a Basin Plan have greater weight? If this aspect of the policy stands as written, it could be viewed as modifying existing water quality standards, necessitating appropriate CEQA, FED, and WC 13241 considerations.

Paragraph 1. – By limiting the number of references for such guidelines (small number of references cited in the footnotes), the Regions may be precluded from using new or more appropriate guidelines for particular situations.

Paragraph 2. – OEHHA developed guidelines and guidelines developed by other California state agencies should have greater weight than federal guidelines to foster increased consistency within Cal/EPA and state government.

Paragraph 4. – The sixth bulleted condition would effectively prevent the use of newly developed guidelines, which is unwise. The eighth bulleted condition prevents the use of guidelines that are based on non-threshold effects (e.g., cancer). Region 5 regularly considers guidelines for cancer risk developed by OEHHA and other agencies in determining whether to list a body of water.
objective for pollutants that are not covered by the CTR or NTR. This condition would unnecessarily preclude such use.

Endnote 1
The last sentence implies that CDHS promulgates water quality standards on ambient surface waters. This is not accurate. CDHS drinking water standard are promulgated on water within drinking water distribution systems and at the tap of regulated drinking water distribution systems. They only become applicable to ambient surface waters when a Regional Board incorporates them by reference in an applicable water quality objective, such as Chemical Constituents. Even then, conditions on the applicability of drinking water standards are imposed (e.g., they only apply to waters designated MUN).

Endnote 4
The definition of “pollution” is specified in WC 13050, which applies to all water quality control efforts of the State and Regional Boards. This definition should also be incorporated here.

Glossary, Conventional Pollutants
This definition includes dissolved oxygen, which is not a pollutant. BOD, COD, nutrients are conventional pollutants that can cause DO to be lowered to levels harmful to aquatic organisms. However, these conventional pollutants and others, such as TDS, EC, alkalinity and nitrate are not included. In summary, this definition appears to be at odds with standard use of the term.

Glossary, Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL)
The last sentence, “MCLs are enforceable standards,” is misleading. As adopted by CDHS and USEPA, MCLs are enforceable standards on water purveyors covered by the Safe Drinking Water Act. California MCLs are only enforceable with respect to ambient waters when they are incorporated by reference in water quality objectives adopted by the Regional Boards. Federal MCLs are only enforceable when used in a permit or enforcement order to implement a narrative water quality objective in the Basin Plans, such as “Waters shall not contain chemical constituents in concentrations that adversely affect beneficial uses,” which is part of most Chemical Constituents objectives. Even when incorporated by reference in a water quality objective or used to translate a narrative objective, there are limitations on MCL applicability to ambient surface waters. The Chemical Constituents objective in most Basin Plans only applies MCLs to waters designated MUN. With respect to ambient surface waters, it is more accurate to say that water quality objectives, including MCLs where they are applicable, are enforceable standards.

Glossary, Pollutant
This definition should be broadened to be consistent with the definition of pollution in the Water Code. Included should be any waste constituent or parameter that can adversely affect beneficial uses when discharged to waters of the state. In addition, the definition includes the words “wrecked or discarded equipment, rock, sand, cellar dirt and industrial,” twice in the first sentence.
TO: Craig J. Wilson, Chief
     Monitoring and TMDL Listing Unit
     SWRCB, Division of Water Quality
FROM: Joe Karkoski
     303(d) List Coordinator
DATE: 1 July 2002
SIGNATURE:

SUBJECT: FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING CALIFORNIA’S 303(D) LIST – MAY 15, 2002
         DRAFT (DRAFT FRAMEWORK)

Thank you for giving the Regions an opportunity to review your Draft Framework. Developing a framework document as a first step in developing the more comprehensive listing policy is a good approach and will help ensure that we are addressing the key aspects of the listing policy. My comments are based on the Draft Framework document you provided and the accompanying background material, the discussion at our 28 May 2002 advisory group meeting, and our earlier review of the State Board’s proposed 2002 listing policy (comment letter dated 22 January 2002).

General Comments

Policy Scope – The listing policy should be broader than the title of the framework indicates. The policy should address how all impaired surface waters are going to be identified and how priorities will be established for addressing those impairments. The Clean Water Act § 303(d) only requires a subset of all impaired surface waters be identified (i.e. pollutants in waters of the U.S. needing TMDLs for which BAT/BCT or other pollution control requirements are not sufficient to attain standards). A broader framework will give the State an opportunity to describe how we plan to address surface water quality problems both within and outside of the TMDL framework. The suggested change in the title is: “Framework for Developing California’s List of Impaired Surface Waters and Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List”.

Additional Sections/Discussion – The Draft Framework should include a number of additional topics to completely define the listing policy. There should be a Definitions section. Key terms or concepts should be defined in this section – e.g. pollution vs. pollutant; readily available information; enforceable program. There should be a section that clearly describes the Documentation that is expected from those submitting data/recommendations, the documentation that the Regional Boards are expected to submit to the State Board, and the documentation that will be considered a part of the administrative record. There should be a discussion of who will be developing responses to comments and at what point(s) a responsiveness summary will be prepared. There should be a section that describes acceptable guidelines/criteria for interpreting narrative water quality objectives (e.g. what specific values can we use to evaluate contaminants in fish tissue, pesticides in the water column, etc.).
Interpretation of Water Quality Objectives – There are a number of areas in the draft framework that touch on interpretation of both narrative and numeric water quality objectives or standards. Some of the options suggest that a uniform method for interpreting objectives can be developed. If applied in a uniform fashion, these options (e.g. the binomial method, a raw score approach with a selected percent exceedance) may be inconsistent with the manner in which the water quality objectives/standards or criteria are expressed and/or with existing Regional Board policies. For example, we have electrical conductivity objectives expressed as a percentile (e.g. the 90th percentile can not exceed 230 micromhos/cm) and maximum concentrations for other constituents expressed over different averaging periods (e.g. 4-day average, monthly mean). When we review information on bioaccumulatives, we will look at the mean tissue levels and compare those to criteria.

The various ways in which standards are expressed is not conducive to choosing a single acceptable exceedance rate. It should be noted that, in general, existing water quality objectives and standards neither state nor imply an allowable frequency of exceedance. Except for the CTR aquatic life standards and aquatic life criteria derived using U.S. EPA's methodology (Stephan, et al, 1985), our objectives are stated as maxima. Allowing a maximum level to be exceeded at a specific frequency would essentially be changing the water quality objective, which is beyond the scope of this policy.

As an alternative to establishing an allowable frequency of exceedance, we would suggest that the policy state that waters will be listed when the water quality problem is recurring (for event-based water quality problems) or chronic (e.g. for bioaccumulatives). We do not believe waters should be listed as impaired based on data from a one-time occurrence. The policy could elaborate on how we make distinctions between recurring, chronic, and one-time surface water quality problems.

We would also note that the Central Valley Region has a rather detailed policy on how to apply water quality objectives in our Basin Plan (Policy for Application of Water Quality Objectives – page IV-16.00 of our Sacramento/San Joaquin Basin Plan – our Tulare Lake plan has similar language). In addition, our narrative toxicity objective describes in detail the methods that will be used by the Regional Board to determine compliance with the objective. Any listing policy developed by the State Board must take into consideration existing policies that are binding on the Regional Board.

Schedules to Address Identified Surface Water Quality Impairments – As stated above, we support the development of a comprehensive list of impaired surface waters. We also believe that a comprehensive priority ranking and short-term schedule should be developed. The public should be able to determine what our priorities and schedule are for addressing all identified surface water quality impairments, not just the priorities for those surface waters for which TMDLs will be developed. The comprehensive schedule (for “TMDL” and “non-TMDL” waters) should be consistent in terms of the time frame (e.g. identifying key milestones over the next 2-5 years). Should a comprehensive list be used, tracking of implementation activities will be important. Once the TMDL or other planning action is completed, a water body will still be impaired until implementation takes place and the water body has time to respond to the implementation activities. Implementation actions should be tracked so that we can demonstrate to the public that we are working on fixing identified water quality problems.

Level of Effort – As currently outlined, the listing policy could require a significant staff effort. For the 2002 listing update, we budgeted approximately 2 PYs. The current framework could significantly expand the amount of documentation required and therefore the staff effort needed. This must be taken into consideration as the policy is developed. We would suggest that, prior to adoption of the policy, each Regional Board try to implement the policy on a pilot basis. Each Region could go through the process of documenting their decision making for one 303(d) listing, one non-303(d) listing, a decision not to list, and a decision to delist a water and pollutant. We should not adopt the policy until we have a better idea of the level of effort that is implied by the policy. By trying out the policy prior to adoption, we should be able to identify potential problems with application of the policy and make corrections.

Regional Board Staff Participation in Policy Development – Regional Board staff that have responsibility for conducting surface water quality assessments should have a more active role in development of this policy. The Regional Boards will collectively continue to bear the greatest burden in preparation of the list of impaired surface waters and the Regions collectively have the most experience in performing water quality assessments. We believe that the State Board has a primary role in ensuring the policy is completed, but the Regions can contribute substantially to the development of key aspects of the policy. We are concerned that if the Regions are to provide input primarily through written comments on State Board draft documents, the benefits of the experience of the Regions and the creative approaches that we can offer will be lost. We would like to offer our assistance in developing key aspects of the listing policy. We would be happy to work with you and the other Regions to identify those areas of the policy that could benefit most from our participation. In working with you in developing this policy, a clear schedule with specific interim milestones will help us ensure that we stay on track and that we (at the Regions) set aside the time necessary to work on this policy.

Specific Comments

RWQCB Solicitation – either in this section or a definitions section, readily available data and information must be defined. As we discussed at our May meeting, “readily available” can have different meaning even to different Regional Boards. This section should, therefore, not only describe how we will solicit information externally, but how we will gather information internally.

RWQCBs Fact Sheet Preparation – We will need clarification as to whether fact sheets are to be prepared for all waters and pollutants on the list or whether fact sheets are just needed for changes.

Fact Sheets to Support Decisions vs. to Describe Data Evaluated: The type of fact sheet to support a decision to list or delist should be different than a fact sheet describing how we considered data that did not support a listing or delisting. For example, in one USGS report for the Sacramento Valley, 83 pesticides were analyzed at four sites. The current framework suggests that 332 fact sheets would need to be prepared even though very few pesticides were detected at environmentally relevant concentrations. For data not used, we should develop a more succinct fact sheet that would briefly describe why the data did not support a listing (or delisting) decision.

Description of Numeric and Non-numeric Data and Information: The description of numeric and non-numeric data should be limited to information needed to support the listing/delisting decision. Our ability to successfully complete the fact sheets as outlined will depend greatly on the level of detail
expected for each of the bulleted items. This is another area where a "trial run" to test out the listing policy prior to adoption would be beneficial.

RWQCB evaluation of data and information
This section will be the most difficult to define. We believe the Regions and State Board should work together to identify pollutants that will be amenable to using similar evaluation methods across Regions (e.g. CTR pollutants) and pollutants that will need to consider region or site specific conditions (e.g. nutrient or algae problems). For pollutants that should be evaluated in a similar fashion across the State, acceptable numeric criteria and guidelines for interpretation should be identified. For other pollutants or pollution, a more general or narrative description of how to evaluate data should be developed.

Formulating the RWQCB recommendations
As stated above, we support the development of a comprehensive list of impaired surface waters. Monitoring Priority List: We also support the concept of a monitoring priority list. The monitoring priority list should not be considered a "watch" list, but should comprehensively describe the surface water quality monitoring priorities for each Region. The monitoring priority list would encompass monitoring performed as part of TMDL development, addressing pollution problems, compliance monitoring, and routine ambient monitoring. We do not believe that a water body should automatically be placed on a "Monitoring Priority List", if data is insufficient to assess the water body. There are many water bodies with insufficient data to determine whether impairment exists and it would not be possible to make each one a priority for monitoring.

Provide information on State's 305(b) Report: the type of information to be provided should be clarified. It should be noted that the 305(b) report does not appear to allow one to indicate that a water body has been evaluated but the beneficial use status is indeterminate. When evaluating information on pollutants, we may be able to state that for particular pollutants standards are being met, but we rarely have comprehensive assessment information that would allow us to state that beneficial uses are fully supported.

Priority Ranking
In developing priorities for TMDL development, we should consider the most effective method for describing to the public how we came to our specific priorities. At this point, it can be difficult for the public to determine how we applied the priority ranking factors to each specific water body. A method to score each factor may help make the prioritization process more transparent. In addition, we would like the State Board to consider other factors that the Regions have taken into account (see for example pages 19 and 20 of our recommended changes to the 303(d) list – December 2001).

RWQCB and SWRCB review processes
The relative roles and responsibilities will need to be described very clearly. To the extent possible, we should avoid redundant hearing and review processes. For example, public hearings at both the Regional Board and State Board level that will essentially review the same information appears redundant. One possibility is to limit the State Board's review to appeals or comments on specific Regional Board recommendations. Another possibility is to limit State Board's review to the listing or delisting recommendations and not have the State Board review or change prioritization or scheduling matters.

If you have any questions about these comments, please give me a call at (916) 255-3368.
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§ Section (as in a law or regulation)
Basin Plan Water Quality Control Plan
CDFG California Department of Fish and Game
CDPR California Department of Pesticide Regulation
CDWR California Department of Water Resources
CWA Federal Clean Water Act
CWC California Water Code
DWQ State Board Division of Water Quality
GIS Geographic Information System
OEHHA California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment
OIT State Board Office of Information Technology
Porter-Cologne or Porter-Cologne Act Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act as amended (CWC Section 13000 et seq.)
State Board California State Water Resources Control Board
Regional Board California Regional Water Quality Control Board
USEPA United States Environmental Protection Agency
USFWS United States Fish & Wildlife Service
USGS United States Geological Survey

Definitions

List Refers to California’s list of surface waters not attaining water quality standards.
Listing Policy Refers to the policy for identifying waters to be included on the List.
Persistent Used in the context of evaluating water quality data and information. A water quality condition that is likely to endure or exist, unless factors causing that condition are changed.
Recurrent Used in the context of evaluating water quality data and information. A water quality condition that is likely to appear or occur again or periodically.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Water Code § 13191.3 requires the California State Water Resources Control Board (State Board) to develop guidelines for: a) the purpose of listing and delisting waters and b) developing and implementing the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) program and TMDLs. The State Board is preparing two policies to address these requirements. This document is directed to the listing and delisting policy, which would be used for future updates to California’s Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 303(d) list of impaired surface water bodies.

In July 2002 State Board staff completed a draft “Concept Paper” document, outlining proposed policy direction and alternatives for discussion with the AB 982 Policy Advisory Group (PAG). Staff of the nine Regional Water Quality Control Boards (Regional Boards) had significant concerns with the Concept Paper’s proposed direction on a number of issues, and agreed to develop alternative Regional Board recommendations. Regional Board workgroups discussed these issues between August and October 2002, and drafted 22 separate issue papers. Members of the TMDL Program Roundtable reviewed the issue papers and formed a steering committee to edit the issue papers into a unified set of Regional Board staff recommendations. This document is the result of that process.

Scope of Recommendations

The Regional Board recommendations address the solicitation and assessment of data and information on water quality and beneficial use attainment, and the general process to be followed in formulation of an impaired waters list. As used in this document, the word “List” refers to a statewide list of all surface water bodies that are not attaining water quality standards. This List would not be limited to waters requiring TMDLs. This is consistent with the language of Section 303(d)(1)(A) of the CWA.

Assessment of waters that are attaining standards (or waters with insufficient data to determine whether standards are attained) is outside of the scope of these recommendations. Regional Board staff may provide separate recommendations at a later date on the relationship of the “Impaired Waters List” to the CWA Section 305(b) assessment process, and on the desirability of a “watch list” or “monitoring priority list” for waters with insufficient data. Additional recommendations may also be provided later for other issues that were not resolved or could not be covered by Regional Board workgroups due to staff time constraints.
Differences with the Listing Policy Concept Paper

The “binomial model” approach proposed in the Concept Paper does not provide the flexibility needed to assess the attainment of water quality standards in California, given the state’s wide diversity of aquatic ecosystems and water uses, and the variability among standards in the Regional Boards’ Basin Plans. Furthermore, the binomial model is inconsistent with the manner in which most of California’s water quality objectives are expressed. None of the Regional Board workgroups favored exclusive use of the binomial model. Instead, the Regional Board recommendations describe general procedures to be followed in the solicitation and evaluation of data and information, with a few specific recommendations on criteria for use with certain categories of pollutants and stressors.

The Regional Board staffs are strongly opposed to the Concept Paper’s proposed linkage of priority ranking and schedules (and its direction that TMDLs for all high priority waters be completed within two years). The Concept Paper assumes that priorities and schedules are for TMDL development. The Regional Board recommendations assume that priorities are for a broader group of potential actions to address impairment, and that schedules (including schedules for TMDLs) will be developed and updated through the Regional Boards’ annual workplan processes rather than through formal action on the List.

Advantages of Recommended Approach

The alternative approach recommended below will provide overall consistency in the assessment approaches used by all Regional Boards while allowing the flexibility necessary to address regional differences and site-specific concerns. The Regional Boards’ Best Professional Judgment (BPJ) is an essential component of the evaluation process, however “transparency” can and should be provided through documentation of the assessment process, and the scientific rationale for listing/delisting, in water body fact sheets. The maintenance of a single “Impaired Waters List” and database will allow the state to respond to potential changes in USEPA regulations for the implementation of Section 303(d). Future federal regulations could at some point require state submission of a subset of this list of impaired waters. Should federal regulations change in this regard, the structure of California’s Impaired Waters List will be easily amenable to sorting the waters to accommodate any such requirements.

Format

In general, each section in the report includes an introduction followed by the recommendation. The recommendations are numbered and indented for easier reference. The exception to this formatting convention is the section on Determining Compliance with Water Quality Standards. In some cases a rationale is given to provide context to

---

1 "Concepts for Developing a Policy for Listing and De-Listing on California’s 303(d) List", released by DWQ for the AB 982 Public Advisory Group meeting of July 23, 2002
the recommendation. The rationale is not indented and is preceded by the heading "Rationale".

2 SCOPE OF THE LISTING POLICY AND GENERAL LISTING CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Scope of Listing Policy

This section provides general recommendations on what the listing policy should or should not address.

Recommendation 1: The listing policy should address all assessed surface waters not attaining water quality standards. Water quality standards include numeric criteria, narrative criteria, beneficial uses, and antidegradation considerations.

Rationale: The public and regulatory agencies should have one list of surface waters not attaining standards. This will allow easier tracking and identification of water quality problems. Whether a surface water requires a TMDL to address the problem should not be a factor in reaching a conclusion that the water quality standard is not attained. If federal law or regulations are changed to require the submittal of a subset of a broad list (i.e. a list of waters still requiring TMDLs), this can still be done.

Recommendation 2: The listing process should not describe a process for determining whether water quality standards are appropriate.

Rationale: The listing policy should focus solely on the assessment process and the assessment should be based on water quality standards that exist at that time. If the assessment process indicates a potential problem with the water quality standards, the Regional Board may choose to review or revise the standards prior to taking any other action on that water body. However, including a review of standards and uses in the assessment process would be unduly burdensome and time consuming. The Regional Board would not be able to change the standard as part of the assessment process without amending its Basin Plan, and without generating an administrative record that would be wholly unwieldy.

Recommendation 3: The policy should be applied retroactively within time and resource constraints. Approaches for applying this policy to currently listed waters should be described.

Rationale: It may not be possible to apply this policy to currently 303(d) listed waters during the next assessment, unless significant time and resources are set aside to do so. In some cases (e.g., due to an upcoming TMDL or renewal of a permit), it may be desirable to apply the policy to currently 303(d) listed waters prior to the next assessment. The policy should describe procedures for this process, but it should allow flexibility to Regional Boards regarding its use.
Recommendation 4: The policy should not describe the actions to be taken as a consequence of listing.

*Rationale:* The assessment process should be separate from decisions on the actions needed to correct the identified problem. Data that are sufficient to identify nonattainment of standards may not be sufficient for determining the proper course of action. A separate policy should be developed that identifies the alternatives for addressing nonattainment of water quality standards.

Recommendation 5: The policy should describe how waters are removed from the List. Waters should be removed from the List when the data and information indicate that water quality standards are being attained.

*Rationale:* Once standards are attained, the water body and associated problem description should be removed from the List. It would be confusing to the public and regulatory agencies if the List contained both waters attaining standards and waters not attaining standards. If a TMDL has been established or other regulatory response initiated the water would still remain listed until the standards are attained. Such listings will allow tracking of the progress of any actions taken.

Recommendation 6: The policy should address how water bodies are identified on the List. To the extent practicable, water body segments not meeting standards should be identified in a consistent manner.

*Rationale:* Different Regional Boards have used different methods for identifying waters or watersheds on the Section 303(d) list (e.g. some have listed watersheds and others have listed small stream segments). This can lead to misperceptions regarding the relative scope of water quality problems in one Region versus another. The policy should describe a consistent method for identifying water body/problem pairs so an accurate assessment of the status of the State’s surface waters can be made.

2.2 Effects of Listing

This section discusses the consequences of listing a water body for nonattainment of standards.

Recommendation 7: The effect of listing is to target the water body for a thorough evaluation of the nature and extent of a problem and implementation of an appropriate response. The process that the Regional Boards will use to identify an appropriate response will be addressed in the TMDL development policy. The response could be anything from permitting actions, enforcement actions, voluntary actions, revisions of the standards if appropriate, or another appropriate response to address the impairment. A TMDL may or may not be required.

---

1 A decision tree flow chart should be developed to clearly describe the appropriate course of action to follow for listed waters.
**Rationale:** The identification of a water quality problem should trigger some type of action. The most appropriate action to take will depend on a number of factors, including legal requirements, the approach that is likely to most effectively address the problem, and whether the problem has been adequately characterized. Listing should not automatically trigger a specific, pre-defined action, since what is known about a problem and how best to address it can differ significantly from water body to water body.

### 2.3 Listing Process

This section describes the administrative process that the State will undertake to periodically update and make changes to the List of surface waters not attaining water quality standards.

**Recommendation 8:** Solicitation: Each Regional Board should be responsible for soliciting information from interested parties within its Region. The State Board should be responsible for requesting information from agencies/entities that are likely to have information relevant to multiple regions (e.g., from federal/State agencies or from the State university systems). The solicitation process should take place during the same period of time in each Region.

**Rationale:** Regional Boards have the greatest knowledge of interested parties within their Regions, as well as knowledge of those entities collecting relevant data and information. The State Board is better positioned to ensure that sister State agencies and federal agencies are aware of and responsive to our request for information. The solicitation process should take place concurrently among Regions to avoid confusion among parties who may have interests in multiple Regions.

**Recommendation 9:** Assessment Process: The Regional Boards should be responsible for assessing the existing and readily available information, including information received during the solicitation process. The Regional Boards should also be responsible for identifying waters on the List. The Regional Boards may hold a workshop and/or public hearing to take comments on staff recommendations. The Regional Boards should then take formal action to adopt recommended changes to the List. The Regional Boards will be responsible for submitting to the State Board the administrative record which supports their recommendations. The State Board should review each Regional Board’s recommendations for consistency with the Listing policy. The State Board should accept Regional Board recommendations, unless they are inconsistent with the Listing policy or applicable law. The State Board should then adopt the statewide List through a formal action.

**Rationale:** The Regions are most familiar with their local watersheds and the conditions within those watersheds, so primary assessment responsibility must stay with the Regions. The Regional Boards should act on staff recommendations, with a focus on the appropriate priorities and actions for each water body on the List. Since the Regional
Board action can significantly impact the direction the Regional Board takes on surface water, it should be a formal action. The State Board should review Regional Board recommendations for consistency with the Listing Policy and applicable law. In some cases, a Regional Board’s judgment may be consistent with the Listing Policy, but the State Board could reasonably come to a different conclusion based on the same data. In this case, deference should be given to the Region.

**Recommendation 10:** Frequency of Updates to the List: A solicitation for data and information and assessment of the need for changes to the List should take place every four years. The Regional Board may, on its own motion, recommend changes to the List between periodic updates. Any such changes must go through the same process as the periodic updates (e.g., Regional Board adoption of the recommended change, State Board approval, and USEPA approval for Section 303(d) listed waters).

**Rationale:** The assessment process (formal solicitation and assessment of readily available data and information) should take place every four years. A more frequent cycle would lead to continual assessment, since the process can take up to two years from the initial solicitation to final USEPA approval of the Section 303(d) list. A less frequent cycle would lead to a list that is out of date. A process for amending the List between cycles should be identified in case new information becomes available that would change the assessment and subsequent decision on action(s) to address the problem.

**Recommendation 11:** Waters Currently on the Section 303(d) List: All waters currently on the Section 303(d) list (as of 2002) should be reviewed for consistency with this listing policy within the first two listing cycles following adoption of the listing policy. Recommendations per this Listing Policy should be made for these waters. Waters on the current Section 303(d) list may also be reviewed between periodic updates as described in Recommendation 10 above.

**Rationale:** The State must expeditiously review waters currently on the Section 303(d) list for consistency with the Listing Policy. Available resources may prevent all waters from being reviewed during the first listing cycle after adoption of the Listing Policy. The Regions should perform and document a consistency review for all currently (2002) listed waters by the completion of the second listing cycle. This recommendation is based on the adoption of Recommendation 10 above.

2.4 Listing/Delisting Factors

The listing/delisting factors below describe the broad issues that should be considered in adding waters to the List, for deleting waters from the List, or for not adding waters to the List. Specific recommendations for factors to consider in listing/delisting are described in Section 4.

**Recommendation 12:** Listing Factors: A water should be listed when readily available data and information indicate that existing water quality standards
(which include narrative criteria, numeric criteria, beneficial uses, and anti-degradation considerations) are not attained on a persistent or recurrent basis.

Rationale: The primary focus of the List is to identify for the public those surface waters that are not attaining water quality standards and to identify for the Regional Boards pollution or pollutant problems that must be addressed. Data and information should indicate that non-attainment of standards is persistent or recurrent. If the non-attainment of the standards does not appear to be persistent or recurrent, then the Regional Board need not take any listing action. The Regional Board may determine, as a separate action outside of the listing process, that more data and information should be collected.

Recommendation 13: Delisting or Not Listing Factors:

a) Readily available data and information indicates that water quality standards are being attained.

b) Some data and information indicate past non-attainment of water quality standards, but other information or data indicates that the water quality problem is not recurrent or persistent. Overall, the available information indicates that water quality standards are currently being attained.

c) New data or information indicates that faulty data led to the original listing. Assessment of remaining (credible and non-faulty) data either indicates that water quality standards are attained or is inconclusive. Faulty data include, but are not limited to, typographical errors, improper quality assurance/quality control procedures, or limitations related to the analytical methods that would lead to improper conclusions regarding the water quality status of the segment.

d) Standards have been revised or beneficial use designations have been modified and have received all required State and federal approvals and available data and information indicate that water quality standards are being attained.

e) The Regional Board has made findings pursuant to State Board Resolution 68-16 to allow degradation of the high quality of the water body. Data and information indicates that the degradation does not exceed that which is permitted in such a finding.

Rationale: Waters should be removed from the List or not added to the List if the available data and information indicates that water quality standards are being attained.

---

1 Data and information need not indicate that nonattainment of standards is frequent for a listing decision to be made. The relevant standard or criteria should be consulted to determine if there is an acceptable frequency of exceedance.

4 For reasons similar to those described in Recommendation 2, the antidegradation finding must be made in a proceeding outside of the Listing process. Note that a finding allowing some degradation to occur does not establish a basis for allowing non-attainment of other water quality standards (i.e. numeric objectives, narrative objectives, or beneficial uses).
The status of attainment may change based on new water quality data and information, an administrative action (such as changing the standard or use), or new information on the quality of data previously used. The same decision rationale is used to delist a water as is used to not list a water. These general delisting (or not listing) factors should be considered in the review of data and information for all types of pollutants and pollution and all surface water body types.

2.5 Priority Ranking

This section addresses the meaning of priority ranking and the factors that should be considered in priority ranking. The term “priority ranking” refers to priorities for taking action to address impairment. Such actions may or may not involve TMDL development.

Recommendation 14: For waters on the List, the Regional Board should establish high, medium, and low priority categories based on the following factors: a) Water body significance (such as importance and extent of beneficial uses, threatened and endangered species concerns, and size of water body); b) Degree that water quality standards are not met or beneficial uses are not attained or threatened (such as the severity of the pollution or number of pollutants/stressors of concern; see 40 CFR 130.7(b)(4)); c) Availability of information to address the water quality problem.

Recommendation 15: The Regional Board will not assign schedules on the List. A priority setting is not a scheduling commitment. The Regional Board will determine schedules based upon additional considerations including but not limited to available funds, Triennial Review List priorities, applicable court orders, Watershed Management Initiative (WMI) priorities, and other relevant administrative constraints.

Rationale: Regional Boards should assign priorities to waters addressing the need for Regional Board corrective action. For example, some water bodies need corrective actions sooner than others because of the extent of impacts to beneficial uses or the size of the area impacted. In some cases the Regional Board will have insufficient information to determine the urgency of a problem. Regional Boards can assign priorities in accordance with the quantity of information available to document conformance with water quality standards.

The List should not contain Regional Board schedules. Regional Board schedules are determined based upon available funding and other factors. Year-to-year work planning, Triennial Review, and the WMI Chapter are utilized to focus available funding.

Low priority issues may be addressed sooner than higher priority issues, if desirable, e.g., in conjunction with a higher priority water, or because the solution may be easier to adopt. Priorities will help to guide Regional Boards in addressing water quality impairment. Priorities will not address when and how these commitments are met.
2.6 Structure of the List

There has been discussion of whether there should be a single list or a multi-part list. This section provides recommendations as to how the List should be structured.

Recommendation 16: A data management system to store the basic data attributes of surface waters not attaining standards should be used (e.g., such as is currently done for the Section 305(b) Water Quality Assessment report through the GEOWBS data management interface). To allow queries related to surface waters not attaining standards, this database shall contain, at a minimum, the following attribute fields: Name of water body; Pollution/pollutant, if known, or indicate “unknown”; Numeric identification of water body (CU, HU, HA, HSA, etc.); County(ies); Major water body name; Standard (beneficial use not supported, objective not met, or antidegradation not attained); Overall size (acres, lineal miles, square miles); Size of impaired portion, if known; Comment/descriptor (useful language to help an individual recognize the watershed). In addition to the above attributes, the database will continue to allow the Regional Board to assign priorities (high, medium, low) for actions to be taken.

Rationale: The continued use of available data management tools to track the quality of surface waters in California provides the appropriate structure for the List. Inclusion of the attributes recommended above will give the public basic information on surface waters not attaining standards. Additional attributes could be added, if tracking of proposed action steps is desired (e.g., TMDL development, further assessment, other control actions). By maintaining the basic water body attributes in a database, various reports can be produced depending on legal requirements or public information needs. There is no need to create and maintain separate “lists” of water bodies, which would inevitably contain similar data attributes and would lead to greater potential for error as the same data are entered in multiple documents.

3 ADMINISTRATION OF THE LISTING PROCESS

The administration of the listing process should be done in a manner that balances the need to review available information, the desire to make the assessment process as transparent as possible, and the Regional Board resources available to conduct the assessment.

3.1 Solicitation of Existing and Readily Available Data and Information

The solicitation process for “existing and readily available data and information” should be defined so that the public and the Regional and State Boards will know, at a minimum, what data and information will be sought and from what sources, and how the sources will be solicited.
Recommendation 17: To provide a minimum statewide level of consistency and completeness in soliciting existing and readily available data and information, each Regional Board will solicit, and document its methods and sources for soliciting, existing and readily available data and information. In general, Regional Boards shall seek readily available data and information generated since the prior List evaluation period. For purposes of data and information solicitation, information is any documentation describing the current or anticipated water quality condition of a surface water body. Data are considered to be a subset of information that consists of reports detailing measurements of specific environmental characteristics. Data and information not submitted by interested parties in response to the solicitation are not considered to be readily available.

Recommendation 18: METHODS: The State Board should provide a list of general methods for acquiring data and information (e.g., mailings to Basin Plan mailing lists and lists of other interested parties; website posting; direct requests to select agencies; and internal Regional Board staff requests) that the Regional Water Boards will, at a minimum, use to solicit existing and readily available data and information.

Recommendation 19: SOURCES: The policy should provide a list of specific sources that the Regional Boards will, at a minimum, solicit for existing and readily available data and information produced since the prior List evaluation period. The list of sources should include:

(1) Stakeholders and interested parties, including, at least,
   - Other government agencies (e.g. CDFG, CDWR, CDPR, USFWS) via direct solicitation by the State Board
   - Other (previously identified) interested parties via solicitation letter
   - General public via solicitation on the Regional Board’s website

(2) Other sources for existing and readily available data and information produced since the prior list evaluation period such as:
   - The most recent Section 305(b) Report
   - CWA Section 319 non-point source assessments
   - Drinking water source assessments
   - Dilution calculations or predictive models for assessing the attainment of applicable water quality standards
   - Water quality problems reported by local, state and federal agencies; members of the public (for example citizen monitoring groups); or academic institutions
Recommendation 20: **FORMAT:** Data and information submittals to the Regional Boards should contain the following:

a. The name of the person and/or organization providing the information.

b. The name of the person certifying the completeness and accuracy of the data and information provided.

c. The person certifying data and information may also provide a statement as to what impairment they believe is occurring.

d. Mailing address, telephone numbers, and email address of a contact person for the information provided.

e. Two hard copies and one electronic copy of all information provided. Data should be submitted in electronic form. Data may be submitted in other formats negotiated with the pertinent Region.

f. If computer model outputs or GIS files are included in the information, submitters should provide bibliographic citations and specify any calibration and quality assurance information available for the model(s) used. Metadata for the field data should be provided (i.e., when measurements were taken, locations, number of samples, detection limits, and other relevant factors). For GIS files, the metadata must detail all the parameters of the projection, including datum.

g. Bibliographic citations for all information provided.

h. A description of, and reference for, the quality assurance procedures and whether data quality objectives were attained (see Section 4.1 below).

i. In addition, data from citizen volunteer water quality monitoring efforts should include an indication of any training in water quality assessment completed by members of the group.

j. For photographs, the information listed for photo documentation in Section 4.1.

### 3.2 Documentation

Documentation types, formats, and procedures pertinent to the processes by which the Regional Boards submit their recommendations to the State Board should be defined for the public and for the Regional and State Boards so that consistent and complete documentation of the process can be maintained for the Administrative Record.

Processes that should be documented for the Administrative Record by each Regional Board include: sources and mechanisms for soliciting and obtaining readily available data and information; criteria and procedures for evaluating the data and information;
format for providing the data and information; workshop(s) particulars; recommendations to the State Board; comments received relevant to the recommendations and the Regional and State Board's responses to the comments.

**Recommendation 21:** To provide statewide consistency and completeness in the formats and procedures of documentation for the List Administrative Record, each Regional Board will use, at a minimum, similar general and specific types of formats and procedures of documentation for submitting its List recommendations to the State Board for the Administrative Record.

The documentation should be provided in electronic format, as document and spreadsheet files (as appropriate), using standard file formats (e.g., Microsoft Word or Excel) as agreed upon between each Regional Board and the State Board. Documentation should include:

1) The text of the solicitation letter for existing and readily available data and information, including:
   - The date that the letter was prepared;
   - The date(s) that copies of the letter were sent out.
2) The mailing list(s) to which the solicitation letter is sent.
3) The solicitation posted on the Regional Board's website (if different from the mailed solicitation).
4) Solicitation response tracking information including:
   - A unique (to the individual Regional Board) response identifier number;
   - The name, address, telephone number, FAX number, affiliation and/or company, and any other pertinent contact information represented by the responder;
   - Date the response was received;
   - Response format (e.g., "hardcopy", "electronic cover letter spreadsheet");
   - Relevant water body(ies) and pollutant(s)/stressor(s);
   - Any specific recommendations.
5) Response and comment letters and data files.
6) Data compilation files (generated within the Regional Boards to evaluate water bodies and pollutants/stressors to relevant water quality standards).
7) A summary table specifying all of the Regional Boards recommendations for the List, including (for each water body) the pollutant/stressor, affected size, priority and whether the recommendation is for listing, de-listing, or changing existing information.
8) Fact sheets for each Regional Board recommendation for listing, de-listing, or changing existing List information. Each fact sheet will include:

A. Region
B. Type of water body (Bay and Harbors, Coastal Shoreline, Estuary, Lake/Reservoir, Ocean, Rivers/Stream, Saline Lake, Tidal Wetlands, Freshwater Wetland)
C. Name of water body segment and total size (including Calwater watershed number)
D. Pollutant or type of pollution
E. Medium (water, sediment, tissue, habitat, etc.)
F. Water quality standards (copy applicable standard from appropriate plan or regulation) including:
   • Beneficial use(s) affected by impairment
   • Numeric water quality objective/water quality criterion plus metric (single value threshold, mean, median, etc.) or narrative water quality objective plus summary of assessment methods used
   • Antidegradation considerations (if applicable to situation)
   • Any other provision of the standard used
G. Watershed Description (e.g. land use, precipitation patterns, or other relevant factors considered in the assessment)
H. Description of data quality and quantity assessment processes
   • Data Quality Assessment should be documented per Figures 1 and 2
   • Data Quantity Assessment should be documented per Figures 1 and 2
I. Potential source of pollutant or pollution (including point or nonpoint source discharges under permits or waste discharge requirements, natural sources, etc.)
J. Water Body Assessment should be documented per Figures 1 and 2

9) Fact sheets are also recommended for waters not proposed for listing, when some data or information indicated non-attainment of standards.

3.3 Data and Information Management and Access

The processes by which the Regional Boards compile and evaluate existing and readily available data and information, and submit their recommendations and supporting data and information to the State Board, should be defined. Data and information management should be done in a complete, consistent, and transparent manner.

Data and information types to be managed include:
- Solicitation for existing and readily available data and information;
- Schedule and process description for List preparation;
- Responses to the solicitation;
- Tracking list of responses received/posted;
- Data compilations and source data;
- Criteria and policies against which responses will be evaluated;
- Public workshop announcements;
- Fact sheets for List recommendations prepared by each Regional Board;
- Final Regional Board recommendations for impaired waters List;
- Public comments on the Regional Board’s List recommendations and fact sheets;
- State Board’s recommendations for the List;
- Public comments on the State Board’s recommendations for the List;
- Responses to the public comments;
- Final List of impaired waters;
- Final 303(d) list as submitted by the State Board to the USEPA.

**Recommendation 22:** Staff from the Regional Boards and State Board should collaborate to specify some general guidance on managing data and information.

DWQ and OIT staff of the State Board will investigate a networked data management system (e.g., utilizing ArcGIS and GeoWBS) in which the Regional Boards’ data and recommendations will be compiled.

Some approach for processing, storing and retrieving data and scanned information will be required. Accessible archives of all information submitted are an increasing challenge, due to volume and variety of formats. Support, with staffing, hardware, and software, will need to be long-term and distributed among the State Board and Regional Board offices. Office of Information Technology staff should evaluate the following alternatives:

a. State Board investigates contract services, via commercial vendor, to provide a web site outside the state network, to improve access and security for public and state employees.

b. State Board and Regional Boards develop this web site using state network facilities.

At the end of the list update process, the entire contents of the web site could be transmitted to a State Board server for preservation as the Administrative Record.
4 DATA AND INFORMATION ASSESSMENT PROCESSES

This section describes a general process for evaluating compliance with water quality standards, as well as specific approaches for certain types of pollution or pollutants. These processes focus on following a specific procedure and documenting decisions at key process steps.

4.1 Determining Compliance with Water Quality Standards

In California, water quality standards include existing and designated beneficial uses, narrative and numeric water quality objectives, and the antidegradation considerations expressed in the state Nondegradation Policy (set forth in both State Board Resolution 68-16 and federal regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 131.12). Water quality standards are contained in separate water quality control plans adopted by the nine Regional Boards and the State Board. Additional federal criteria for “priority” pollutants, promulgated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) in the National Toxics Rule and California Toxics Rule, are part of California’s statewide standards for surface waters.

Water quality standards, surface water conditions, and surface water quality monitoring programs vary too widely among regions and between water bodies to justify using the precisely defined mathematical assessment procedures that have been proposed (binomial model and finite list of criteria for assessment of compliance with narrative objectives). Requirements to use such procedures would not be scientifically justified, since the proposed application of the statistical methods would often allow more frequent exceedances than allowed by the applicable standards. In addition, such methods could lead to arbitrary exclusion of readily available data and information (e.g., trends in water quality, magnitude of exceedance, or knowledge of remedial activities or permit revisions) that would inform the conclusions of the assessment.

Therefore, the Regional Boards should use the following decision-tree approach that describes the general process to assess compliance with standards. The approach includes specific considerations related to quality, quantity, and representativeness of data and information. Additional considerations for assessment related to certain categories of pollutants and stressors are discussed in separate sections below. The recommended approach provides overall consistency among Regional Boards in the assessment process, but allows flexibility to deal with regional and water body differences in standards and aquatic ecosystems. The recommended approach also allows the Regional Boards to fully consider the readily available data and information.

Recommendation 23: Regional Boards should use the decision processes described below and summarized in Figures 1 and 2 (on pages 52 and 53) to evaluate the attainment of beneficial uses and narrative and numerical objectives in surface waters, and to evaluate compliance with the antidegradation component of water quality standards.
The remainder of Section 4.1, together with Figures 1 and 2, constitutes the whole of Recommendation #23. In some cases a rationale is provided for a given process step. In contrast to the convention used in other sections of this document, the rationale is highlighted by italics.

**Decision Process for Determining Compliance with Water Quality Standards (Decision Process):**

The Decision Process is composed of four main process steps – Criteria Selection, Data Quality Assessment, Data Quantity Assessment, and Water Body Assessment. Within each of those four process steps, there are a number of steps that the Regional Boards must go through. It is not critical that the process steps be conducted in a particular order. It is critical that each step is taken and that the results of each process step are documented.

The processes for assessment of compliance with numeric objectives, narrative objectives and beneficial uses, and antidegradation regulations are shown in separate flowcharts (Figures 1 and 2). Where appropriate, a discussion of the factors that should be considered for each step is provided below. The steps in the decision process are similar for evaluation of compliance with the three different components of water quality standards (i.e. objectives, uses, and antidegradation), and the Data Quality and Quantity Assessment steps are identical. Text descriptions of the process steps are given below and distinctions among flowcharts are noted where appropriate.

**CRITERIA SELECTION PROCESS**  
(See Boxes 1-5 in Figure 1, and Boxes 1-4 in Figure 2)

*Identify the pollutant/pollution, water body & beneficial use(s) being considered*

The water body and beneficial use being considered, and the water quality problem (pollutant or pollution, if known), must be clearly identified in order to adequately document the basis for the assessment. For evaluation of narrative objectives and beneficial use support, the criterion/criteria selected will be based on the pollutant/pollution being considered and in some cases may be water body specific. Numeric water quality objectives are either site specific or applicable to waters with specific beneficial uses.

*Are there adopted narrative and/or numeric water quality objectives and/or water quality criteria (WQO/WQC) for the pollutant & beneficial use in that water body (Figures 1 and 2)? Has the Regional Board previously determined that degradation of water quality is allowable under federal and State antidegradation requirements (Figure 2)?
Compliance with narrative and numeric water quality objectives should be determined using the process in Figure 1. Compliance with the antidegradation component of water quality standards should be evaluated using the process in Figure 2. This process involves assessment of attainment of water quality objectives and beneficial uses, as well as evaluation of the necessary antidegradation findings. See the discussion of antidegradation on page 25.

**Identify the applicable beneficial use indicator.**

The applicable beneficial use indicator should be clearly identified for the water body, pollution/pollutant, and beneficial use being considered. When possible, beneficial use support in a particular water body (particularly for aquatic life and recreational uses) should be evaluated in relation to local and regional reference conditions, in addition to state and federal criteria. The beneficial use indicator is used to determine whether a particular beneficial use is being supported when pollution is present. In many cases, the beneficial use indicator will be one or more narrative water quality objectives.

In other cases, beneficial use indicators cannot be derived through interpreting the narrative water quality objectives. Such indicators should still be applied to determine whether beneficial uses are attained. For example, flow alteration, habitat modification, or channel modification may cause beneficial uses not to be attained, but narrative water quality objectives do not exist for these potential stressors.

**Rationale:** The definitions of most beneficial uses in the Basin Plans are broad, especially for aquatic life and recreational uses. Even under minimally disturbed "reference" conditions, variation in actual beneficial uses can occur. For example, because of the ecological and geographical diversity of California, the Cold Freshwater Habitat (COLD) use means support of a different aquatic life community in a Southern California reservoir than that in a natural Sierra Nevada lake. Inland saline lakes are naturally eutrophic and support a much less diverse biological community than freshwater lakes; however, each lake type has its own degree of "biological integrity." California has not specifically designated seasonal beneficial uses; the broad definitions cover summer-dry ephemeral waters and high elevation waters that freeze over during the winter.

**For numeric objectives, identify the applicable numeric WQO/WQC for the pollutant & beneficial uses in that water body.**

The applicable numeric water quality objective or water quality criterion should be clearly identified. Information on the applicable averaging period and/or allowable frequency of exceedance should be described. If there is specific direction in the Basin Plan on determining compliance with an objective, that direction should be followed. If there are any Regional or statewide policies that apply to interpretation
of compliance with objectives (as adopted by the Regional or State Board), those policies should be described.

For narrative objectives and beneficial uses, identify local, State, or federal numeric criteria or guidelines or other numeric endpoints that represent attainment or protection of the beneficial use.

There are a number of different local, State, and federal criteria or guidelines that could be used to represent attainment of the narrative water quality objective, or that represent a level that is protective of a beneficial use. These criteria and guidelines should be identified, so that the public and Regional Board have a clear understanding of the metrics that could be used to interpret compliance with narrative water quality objectives. Regional Boards should also try to identify local government water quality guidelines (e.g., those used by local health departments).

For narrative objectives and beneficial uses, select criterion/criteria to assess numeric data.

Interpretation of attainment of narrative water quality objectives or determination of attainment of beneficial uses usually requires the selection of criteria, guidelines, or other numeric values. These numeric values are used to evaluate the available quantitative data and make a determination as to whether the water body is attaining standards. In selecting criteria, guidelines, or other numeric values, the Regional Board must ensure that the selected values provide a reasonable metric for determining whether standards are attained.

In selecting criteria or guidelines, the Regional Board should give preference to criteria or guidelines adopted by another California State agency, as long as a given criterion or guideline is designed to protect the beneficial use or to ensure attainment of the narrative water quality objective being considered. California State agency criteria or guidelines that have been modified to account for factors other than beneficial use protection (e.g., economics, analytical detection limits, etc.) should be used with caution, since such adjustments may produce levels that are not protective of the beneficial use and/or levels that are inconsistent with the Regional Boards' water quality objectives. Federal criteria or guidelines can be used, if no State-specific criteria or guidelines are available, and if such criteria or guidelines are designed to protect the beneficial use or attain the narrative water quality objective being considered. As long as a Regional Board is following the above hierarchy for criteria selection, no water body-specific justification needs be given for selection of the criteria.

The Regional Board may select other numeric criteria (e.g., criteria from other States or countries) or other numeric endpoints (e.g., fish population levels), if no State or

Criteria promulgated by the USEPA for waters in California, such as the National Toxics Rule and California Toxics Rule criteria, must be used where applicable.
federal criteria are available or if a different endpoint is appropriate for that particular water body. The Regional Board must provide a specific rationale for choosing those other criteria or numeric endpoints. The rationale should include a clear description of the relationship between the numeric endpoint, pollution, and beneficial use being assessed.

DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT PROCESS
(See Box 6 in Figures 1 and 2)

Data supported by a Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) pursuant to the requirements of 40 CFR 31.45 are acceptable for use in developing the List. The data from State or federal monitoring programs consistent with their QAPPs are considered to be of acceptable quality. The quality assurance/quality control data from such a program need not be reviewed by the Regional Board prior to the use of the data in the assessment process.

If a discharger monitoring report has been determined to be adequate for assessing compliance with waste discharge requirements, no further review of the QAPP is necessary for assessment purposes.

A local agency, citizen group, private entity, or university may also submit data. These types of data may be sufficient for determining water quality standards attainment if the Regional Board determines that their QAPP is consistent with practices identified below. Entities that have not provided a current QAPP to the Regional Board should submit their QAPP.

Numeric data are considered credible and relevant for listing purposes if the data set submitted meets the minimum quality assurance/quality control requirements outlined below. The monitoring entity must develop and submit a QAPP containing certain required elements including the following:

- methods used for sample collection,
- field and laboratory analysis,
- data management procedures, and
- personnel training.

The monitoring entity must also submit a site-specific or project-specific sampling and analysis plan for numeric data containing:

- data quality objectives of the project,
- sound rationale for the selection of sampling sites, water quality parameters, sampling frequency and methods that assure the samples are spatially and temporally representative of the surface water and representative of conditions within the targeted segment of time of sampling, and
• information to support the conclusion that results are reproducible.

Data without rigorous quality control can be useful (in combination with high quality data and information). If the data collection and analysis is not supported by a QAPP or if it is not possible to tell if the data collection and analysis was supported by a QAPP, then the data set or information cannot be used by itself to support listing or delisting of a water segment. These data may only be used to corroborate other data and information with an appropriate QAPP.

The organization submitting data should submit its entire data set for a given monitoring program in order to allow evaluation of spatial/temporal conditions for the time frame specified.

To facilitate evaluation of spatial conditions, data should be accompanied by information on sampling locations. The entity providing data should mark station locations on a general area map and either 1) mark each location on a USGS 7.5 minute quad map along with quad sheet name or 2) provide location latitude/longitude or 3) provide other details that will allow the Regional Board to locate the specific sampling site.

For narrative and qualitative submittals, the submission must:
• describe events or conditions that indicate impairments of water quality, and that are outside the expected natural range of conditions,
• provide linkage between the measurement endpoint (e.g., a study that may have been performed for some other purpose) and the water quality standard of interest,
• be scientifically sound and defensible,
• provide author’s credentials and training, and
• be verifiable by the State and Regional Board. If not verifiable, the information may still be used in planning future water quality monitoring programs.

If there is no linkage between a measurement endpoint and a water quality standard, then that study may not be used to evaluate the status of water quality standards.

For photo documentation to be utilized, the submission must:
• identify the date,
• mark location on a general area map,
• either mark location on a USGS 7.5 minute quad map along with quad sheet name or provide location latitude/longitude,
• provide a thorough description of photo,
• describe conditions that are not represented by the photo in surrounding areas,
• for photo documentation of impairment, provide linkage between photo represented condition and condition that indicates impairments of water quality that are outside the expected natural range of conditions,

• provide photographer's rationale for area photographed and camera settings utilized, and

• be verifiable by the State and Regional Board. If not verifiable, the information may still be used in planning future water quality monitoring programs.

The organization submitting photos should submit its entire photo set for a given condition in order to document spatial/temporal conditions for the time frame specified.

The Regional Boards should clearly evaluate the appropriateness of data collection and analysis practices, and should discuss them in the fact sheets. If any data quality objectives in the QAPP are not met, the reason for not meeting them and the potential impact on the overall assessment should be clearly documented.

**Rationale:** The data used in the development of the List should be of sufficiently high quality to allow determinations of water quality standards attainment. The intent of the List is to identify impaired surface waters so that necessary actions can be taken. Therefore, it is critical that the listing process accurately identify when impairment exists. This means that the data and/or information should not only be of high quality, but should also accurately reflect the surface water conditions. Quantitative data are of little use unless accompanied by descriptions of sample collection, the analytical methods used, quality control protocols, and the degree to which data quality requirements are met.

Likewise, the information used in the development of the List should be of sufficiently high quality to make water quality standard attainment determinations. Information is usually provided in scientific reports or opinions. However, information submitted is of little use unless accompanied by documentation to support the basis of the information provided.

**DATA QUANTITY ASSESSMENT PROCESS**
(Boxes 7-9 in Figures 1 and 2)

**Data Quantity Assessment**

Once data and information are determined to be of adequate quality, the question of adequate quantity should be addressed. Concurrent with considering the number of samples or studies, and whether they suggest water quality impairment or attainment, the Regional Board should consider the water body setting and the spatial and temporal extent to which the data or information collected represents an indicator of beneficial use support. This consideration enables the Regional Board to determine whether a listing decision applies to all or part of a water body.
Determining adequate data quantity involves more than specifying a minimum number of samples, or a minimum number of sampling locations and events in a water body to support a decision. To support a decision on a water body segment, the data or information should represent water quality conditions throughout the water body segment that pertain to a beneficial use, including seasonal or year-to-year variations where necessary. A regular program of data or information collection can provide this representation, but even a small amount of information, coupled with knowledge of the water body setting, can support a decision on impairment or attainment. For instance, if a numeric guideline or objective is exceeded by order(s) of magnitude and the exceedance is downstream of known discharges. The Regional Board’s decisions on beneficial use support and compliance with narrative or numeric objectives are always dependent on judgment of how much of the water body is represented by whatever data or information is considered.

The water body setting includes natural and anthropogenic factors that assist in the interpretation of water quality data and other information about beneficial uses. Of particular importance are the physical characteristics of the water body and land uses of the upstream watershed whose effects on surface water quality are well documented in research and practice (e.g., higher coliform counts where septic systems are failing, or higher nutrients in certain agricultural or silvicultural settings).

Data and information are collected in a water body at discrete locations and times, but the resulting assessments pertain to large reaches or areas of a water body over a period of years. In determining compliance with narrative or numeric water quality objectives, extrapolations are made to all or part of the water body based on the data and information reviewed, and what spatial or temporal extent of the water body they represent. The confidence of the Regional Board in such extrapolations is dependent on knowledge of the water body and watershed, its land uses and physical features such as dams or tributary network, probable pollution sources, and proper documentation of these factors that affect water quality. These extrapolations will always be necessary due to our inherent inability to monitor all parameters at all places and all times, and the need to make decisions to support priority-setting for the state’s regulatory programs to protect water quality.

**Aggregate Data by Reach/Area.**

In a stream system, the Regional Boards should consider defining distinct reaches based on hydrology (e.g., stream order, tributaries, dams, or channel characteristics) and relatively homogeneous land use. These components of the stream system can be logically grouped, even at the level of the entire water body, depending on the nature of the source of the pollutant or pollution and the beneficial uses. Similarly, a lake or estuary can be divided into areas or embayments based on circulation studies, water quality data and adjacent land uses or discharges. Knowledge of land uses and the physical characteristics of the drainage network upstream of a sampling or study location can strengthen the Regional Board’s ability to evaluate part or all of a water body based on what may appear to be limited water quality data. In all cases, the
Regional Boards must document the assumptions based on land uses, known water quality issues, and other factors in the administrative record for the water quality assessments.

If available data suggest that a pollutant may be impairing a water body, the Regional Boards should identify land uses, subwatersheds, tributaries, or dischargers that could be contributing the pollutant to the water body. The Regional Boards should identify stream reaches or lake/estuary areas that may have different pollutant levels based on significant differences in land use, tributary inflow, or discharge input. Based on these evaluations of the water body setting, the Regional Boards should aggregate the data by appropriate reach or area.

In some cases, Regional Board Basin Plans define distinct stream segments. Data may also be aggregated by the stream segments defined in a Regional Board Basin Plan.

**Consider temporal representativeness**

If older data are used to justify a listing decision, the Regional Boards should demonstrate why they represent current conditions. Preference should be given to the most current information, which was not available during the previous listing process. However, older data and information may be used for many purposes. Older data can provide context for newer data, for the purpose of characterizing trends or checking for compliance with antidegradation provisions. They can be used to represent current conditions if the water body setting has not changed significantly. Conversely, if data are available before and after a change in water body setting (e.g., a cleanup or new permit conditions), it may be more appropriate to base assessments on only the most recent data. Older data may be used in re-evaluating previous listing decisions if guidelines or numeric objectives are enacted or revised subsequent to the previous listing cycle and re-assessment based on those data yield different findings of attainment or impairment of water quality standards.

When reviewing the data used (both newer and older), the Regional Board should take into consideration temporal factors that could assist in determining whether the water quality problem is persistent or recurrent. Seasonal or year-to-year variations in the transport of the pollutant should be considered in reviewing the data. A limited water quality data set can be used to make an assessment determination, when coupled with an understanding of the discharge and pollutant transport processes.

The type of water quality data being reviewed should also be considered when determining whether the data are temporally representative. Certain water quality measurements may represent a point in time (e.g., dissolved oxygen), whereas other environmental measurements may integrate several years of information (e.g., bioaccumulatives in tissue samples).
If necessary, transform the data in a manner consistent with the expression of the water quality objective/criterion/guideline.

If the water quality objectives, criteria or guidelines state a specific averaging period and/or mathematical transformation, the data should be transformed in a consistent manner prior to conducting the assessment. The analyst may perform necessary transformations outside of the stated averaging period, if justification for doing so can be provided. If sufficient data are not available for the stated averaging period, the analyst may assume that the available data are representative of the averaging period. Any pollutant-specific guidance provided in these Listing policy recommendations supersedes this general guidance on transformation of data.

Rationale: In a number of instances, individual data points must be transformed prior to using them in the assessment process. Water quality objectives, criteria or guidelines may be expressed as an arithmetic mean, geometric mean, four-day average or other mathematical expression. If the data can be transformed in a manner consistent with the criteria or guidelines, they should be transformed in order to permit appropriate assessment of the condition of the water body.

WATER BODY ASSESSMENT PROCESS
(See Box 10 in Figures 1 and 2)

Water body assessment

After organizing the data and selecting appropriate criteria, the Regional Board must answer two fundamental questions: Does the available data set/information indicate that the applicable narrative or numeric water quality objective or other beneficial use indicator is not being attained? Does the available data set indicate that the pollutant/pollution problem is persistent or recurrent? If Regional Board Basin Plans or State Board Plans describe how compliance with water quality objectives should be determined, the applicable provisions of those Plans must be applied.

The Regional Board should consider all available data and information in answering these questions. If the data and information are inconclusive as to whether the objectives are being attained or beneficial uses are supported, then the Regional Board should indicate the type of assessment that would be required to resolve the status of the water body.

---

6 For example, a criterion may call for calculating a geometric mean for a 30-day averaging period. With justification, the analyst may apply the geometric mean to data that were not all collected within a 30-day time period.

7 For example, daily data may not be available and a four-day average criterion is being evaluated. The analyst may compare the available data directly to the four-day average criterion.
If any data or information indicates that objectives or uses are not attained (or were not attained at some point) and the Regional Board does not suggest listing, the specific rationale for not listing should be provided.

If any data or information indicates that objectives or uses are not attained on a persistent or recurrent basis, the rationale for that conclusion should be provided.

**Rationale:** Available data and information are generally highly site- and pollutant-specific. In performing an assessment, it is generally not possible to use specific decision criteria (e.g., minimum number of samples, specific exceedance rate) without ignoring critical information. The Regional Boards should consider factors such as potential pollutant sources, climatic conditions that may affect pollutant runoff, the magnitude of exceedances of criteria, the design of the monitoring plan used to collect the data, and whether similar results occur in similar settings. In lieu of using specific decision criteria, the Regional Board should make transparent the factors that were considered in making a recommendation. These factors should be clearly documented so that they can be critically evaluated.

In some cases, a Regional Board may be able to develop specific decision rules (e.g., specific exceedance rate). Generally, this can only be done when the monitoring program is designed to answer specific assessment questions and the assessment questions are framed in a manner consistent with the numeric criteria or guideline being used.

The data and information available to assess compliance with water quality objectives and attainment of beneficial uses vary significantly from water body to water body. Rather than specific, universally applicable evaluation criteria, a universally applicable evaluation methodology is proposed. This evaluation methodology provides the opportunity for each Regional Board to describe and make transparent its assessment process.

The recommended evaluation methodology should promote consistency by requiring each Regional Board to go through the same process steps. Transparency will occur as the Regional Boards document the outcomes of each of the process steps. Documenting the basis for the decision to list or not to list will give the public the opportunity to critically evaluate the rationale used by the Regional Board.

**DOCUMENTING COMPLIANCE WITH ANTIDEGRADATION REQUIREMENTS**

The process for determining compliance with antidegradation requirements is outlined in Figure 2. After identifying the water body, pollutant or pollution, and beneficial uses under consideration (Step 1), Regional Boards should determine whether findings have been made (e.g., in connection with a waste discharge permit) that degradation (lowering of water quality in relation to baseline conditions) is in the
best interest of the people of the state (Step 2). If such findings have not been made, the Regional Board must determine whether data are available to determine whether degradation has actually occurred (Step 3.a.) and identify and select appropriate criteria to assess the extent of degradation. If findings to allow degradation have been made, the Regional Board should determine whether water quality objectives/criteria and beneficial uses are being attained (Step 3.b). The key to determining compliance with antidegradation provisions is to clearly describe the baseline by which degradation will be evaluated (Step 4). The baseline may be temporal (e.g., an evaluation of conditions in the past relative to current conditions) or it may be spatial (e.g., an evaluation of conditions in one part of a water body versus another). The steps involved in data quality and data quantity assessment in connection with antidegradation requirements are the same as those involved in determining compliance with water quality objectives and support of beneficial uses (Steps 6-9). The recommended Water Body Assessment process for antidegradation (Step 10) includes examples of factors that should suggest that degradation is not occurring, or factors that would suggest that further assessment is needed.

4.2 Assessment of Toxicity Test Data

This section presents an approach to determining whether toxicity is causing nonattainment of water quality standards.

Toxicity testing can be an important tool to directly measure attainment of the narrative toxicity objective. Several Regional Boards and others have used USEPA toxicity test methods to characterize water quality throughout California watersheds since the late 1980s. Monitoring objectives and study design differ among toxicity studies, past and current. Therefore, a single approach for identifying impaired water bodies using toxicity monitoring data cannot be implemented.

Recommendation 24: The following factors must be considered and documented to make management decisions using toxicity monitoring data. This decision process is outlined in the attached figure and in narrative form below.

a. Are the data of sufficient quality? (See Section 4.1 above.)

b. Do the data indicate toxicity to one or more test species? If toxicity is not observed, then there is no evidence to suggest that the narrative toxicity objective is not attained based solely on toxicity test results. No further investigation is necessary. However, if the data show toxicity, then several other factors must be considered to determine if a water body is impaired.

c. Are the duration, magnitude, frequency and spatial/temporal extent of toxicity sufficient to infer violation water quality objectives (per Regions’ Basin Plans) or to infer beneficial use impairment? (See Section 4.1 above.) Numeric basin plan objectives define the duration, magnitude, and frequency of exceedances allowed to occur to protect beneficial uses. For any chemical constituent, these parameters are ultimately based on the chemical’s toxicology. For toxicity, estimates of these
parameters essentially mimic instream exposure scenarios. The estimates can then be used to determine whether instream toxicity is likely to cause aquatic life impacts/beneficial use impairment.

d. Are the data representative of current conditions? (See Section 4.1 above.) How old is the data set? Does more current data suggest toxicity is no longer a problem? Is the toxicity/impairment likely to recur? Definitively answering these questions requires some knowledge of the cause and source of toxicity.

e. Do the data identify all causes of the toxicity? In many cases a toxicity identification evaluation (TIE) identifies a cause of toxicity. In such cases, regulatory efforts should focus on and listing should be for the specific cause. However, when TIEs are inconclusive or do not identify all causes of the toxicity (i.e., a chemical is identified but is not present in high enough concentrations to explain the magnitude of toxicity observed), further monitoring and assessment should be conducted. However, listing should be for unknown toxicity.

4.3 Assessment of Toxicity to Aquatic Life Using Water Column and Sediment Data

This section presents an approach to determining whether toxicity to aquatic life is causing nonattainment of water quality standards. The section applies to data and information that is available for a specific pollutant or pollutants.

Each Regional Basin Plan contains narrative objectives in a form such as “no toxic substances in amounts that impair beneficial uses.” Most of the Basin Plans and the California Toxics Rule also contain numeric values designed to protect aquatic life. All of the Basin Plans contain beneficial use designations for some form of aquatic habitat (such as Cold or Warm Freshwater, Shellfish, Commercial and Sport Fishing, etc.). This section recommends a process for the use of toxic substances data from the water column and/or sediment to assess compliance with water quality objectives related to protection of aquatic life uses.

Recommendation 25: Evaluation of aquatic habitat/aquatic life-supporting beneficial uses incorporates several types of toxicity and chemical data including both water column data and sediment quality data. Each type of data may generally be evaluated independently of the others, and listing for non-attainment of the aquatic life use results when an adequate amount of data indicates impaired beneficial use. A determination of impairment should be based on an environmentally-representative number of samples collected over a timeframe reasonably representative of existing conditions. Issues of spatial and temporal representativeness are discussed in more detail in the Section 4.1.

Recommendation 25 includes the remainder of Section 4.3 and Table 1.

A two-tiered approach is recommended where data are analyzed to determine whether there is:
• clear evidence of impairment (Tier 1) or,
• incomplete evidence and/or evidence of possible adverse effects or potential for future impairment (Tier 2). A Tier 2 analysis could still support listing, even though the data requirements of Tier 1 are not met.

Table 1 provides a diagram of assessment criteria for determining whether a constituent would be placed in Tier 1 or Tier 2 with respect to each data category. The two-tiered approach applies generally. Other data and information not identified in the two-tiered approach may be relevant to the assessment and should be used. Such data or information may or may not support conclusions reached based solely on data that falls into Tier 1 or Tier 2. The basis for any conclusions that conflict with what the Tier 1 or Tier 2 assessment would suggest should be clearly documented.

**Table 1. Criteria for Tiered Assessment Process for Toxic Substances Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Water Quality</th>
<th>Sediment Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tier 1</strong></td>
<td>&gt;10% samples* exceed CTR, NTR, or Basin Plan objectives OR Adequate data set indicates Basin Plan toxicity objectives exceeded, water TIEs or equivalent evidence clearly demonstrate toxicant</td>
<td>sediment triad or TIE studies clearly demonstrate toxicant that is causing non- attainment of standards OR &gt;25% samples* exceed high SQGs (or other appropriate values)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tier 2</strong></td>
<td>two or more samples* exceed applicable CTR or NTR values within six years OR Adequate data set indicates Basin Plan toxicity objectives exceeded</td>
<td>&gt;10% samples above both low SQGs OR toxicity evident and sediment chemistry results suggest cause, but no TIEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comment</strong></td>
<td>see CTR for full discussion of acute and chronic values; Freshwater metals values are hardness dependent</td>
<td>High SQGs = PELs/ERMs/AETs; low SQGs = ERLs/TELS Acronyms: SQG= Sediment Quality Guide, PEL=Probable Effects Level, ERM= Effects Range-Median, AET= Apparent Effect Threshold, ERL= Effects Range-Low, TEL= Threshold Effects Level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tier 1 generally consists of a minimum number of 10 samples within each category (except Basin Plan Water Quality Objectives). If insufficient data exist then assessment defaults into Tier 2 or may be inconclusive.

*10% and "two or more" from EPA 305(b) guidance (1997), section 3.2.4 on toxics in water samples.

25% from Consolidated Assessment and Listing Methodology guidance (EPA draft report 2001b). Sediment Quality Guide values as presented for fresh and saline waters in Buchman, 1999 (NOAA-SquiRT Tables), BPTCP (1998), or similar appropriate reference.

**Rationale:** The sections below present discussion of the basis for judgments in conducting the assessment.
Tier 1. Sufficient evidence in one category establishes impairment.

**Water Column**
Dissolved water column concentrations should be compared to acute and chronic California Toxics Rule (CTR), National Toxics Rule (NTR), pertinent Basin Plan water quality objectives, or applicable criteria or guidelines that are used to evaluate compliance with narrative water quality objectives (EPA 305b Guidance, 1997). Most aquatic life criteria allow an exceedance rate of once every three years on the average. If greater than 10% (i.e., an exceedance rate that is 100 times greater than generally allowed) of sample results exceed either acute or chronic values, then sufficient evidence generally exists that the standards designed to protect aquatic life beneficial uses are not being attained.

A Tier 1 assessment consists of a minimum of two exceedances of applicable criteria and a minimum sample size of ten. At least two exceedances must occur to confirm that the water quality problem is recurrent. Since many monitoring programs are conducted on a monthly or quarterly basis, a minimum sample size of ten generally provides sufficient temporal coverage to cover multiple seasons, if not multiple years.

If Regional Basin Plan toxicity objectives are exceeded in an adequate data set, that is also adequate evidence of impairment. If a TIE or equivalent evidence identifies a chemical cause of toxicity, that alone is adequate evidence of impairment. The process described in the “Toxicity” section should be used to determine the test species and extent of data that indicates impairment.

**Sediment**
Sediment TIE studies and triad studies determine if one or more chemicals are present at levels which do not support beneficial uses. Triad studies require three measurements (sediment toxicity, infaunal analysis and sediment chemistry) to evaluate sediment effects on aquatic life. If two of the three portions of a triad study indicate benthic community degradation (e.g., defined as a negative value by the Bay Protection Toxic Clean-up Program [BPTCP]), this is considered evidence of impairment, although additional analysis will be needed to clarify which pollutants cause the degradation.

To identify chemicals associated with impairment, sediment concentrations are compared to higher sediment quality guidelines (SQGs). Sediment Quality Guidelines are used as indicator values of narrative objectives present in most Regional Basin Plans (e.g., objectives in the form of “waters shall not contain settleable material...that...adversely affects beneficial uses”). Because higher SQGs are defined as those sediment concentrations “above which adverse effects are frequently expected” (Buchman, 1999), it is appropriate to use these as an indicator of impairment of beneficial uses. If greater than 25% of sample results exceed these higher SQGs, then sufficient evidence generally

---

exists that the narrative standards designed to protect aquatic life beneficial uses are not being attained.

In addition to individual SQGs for individual chemicals, a sediment guide quotient as described in the Bay Protection Toxic Cleanup Program, or other similar value, may also be used as an appropriate indicator of impairment when described in the listing rationale.

**Tier 2** Requires evidence in *two categories* or information from adjacent segments to identify impairment.

If a chemical exceeds the screening criteria in Tier 2 with respect to two or more data categories, that is considered adequate evidence that the water body is impaired with respect to that chemical. This determination is based on a conclusion that the weight of available evidence indicates applicable numeric and/or narrative water quality standards are being exceeded and that designated beneficial uses may not be fully supported. The Tier 2 analysis may also consider other evidence of impairment, such as a water body adjoining impaired water segments and some evidence of impairment present for the individual segment. For example, evidence of potential impairment in the subject segment AND impairment evidence for one or more adjacent segments that is strong (e.g., Tier 1), may be considered reasonable evidence of impairment.

**Water Column**

A limited amount of either chemical or toxicity data warrants the use of further other lines of evidence from another category for a finding of non-attainment of standards. If water column chemistry data do not appear sufficient, water column toxicity data, sediment chemistry, or sediment toxicity data could be used to support the assessment. The evaluation includes consideration of the frequency and magnitude of these exceedances as well as the potential analytical error for these results relative to the relevant criteria. If the exceedance rate is less than 10% but greater than once every three years on the average (e.g., the allowable rate for most aquatic life criteria and standards), the Regional Board should make a finding of nonattainment of standards if it appears that the observed exceedance rate is sufficiently representative of existing conditions in the water body.

**Sediment**

Sediment concentrations are compared to low sediment quality guidelines (e.g., effects range low [ERL] and threshold effect levels [TELs]), and, if greater than 10% of sample results exceed *both* of those lower SQGs then the evidence suggests the chemical may threaten the aquatic life use in that water body. Because low SQGs are defined as those sediment concentrations “below which adverse effects are expected to occur only rarely” (Buchman, 1999)[9], it is appropriate to use these as an indicator of threatened impairment of beneficial uses. If greater than 10% of sample results exceed these low SQGs, then

---

appropriate combination with other lines of evidence (e.g., water column data, toxicity data) is necessary to determine that the narrative standards designed to protect aquatic life beneficial uses are not being attained. In sediment triad studies (as described above in Tier I), when only two of three legs have been completed, at least one part must be for chemistry data in order to identify the pollutant(s) of concern.

4.4 Bioaccumulative Substances

This section presents an approach to determining whether bioaccumulative substances are causing nonattainment of water quality standards. The focus of this section is on interpretation of tissue data.

We refer to trace metals such as mercury and lead, and trace organic compounds such as DDT, PCBs and PAHs, as bioaccumulative substances because biota typically take in these substances at a greater rate than they can eliminate them, causing the substance to accumulate in biota over their lifetimes.

Recomendation 26: A water body should be listed if any one of the following three criteria is met:

a. The water body has been posted with a fish or shellfish consumption advisory based on sampling in that water body. Advisories issued by the California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) or those issued by a local health agency based on risk assessment are appropriate. Impairment would pertain to beneficial uses related to human consumption, including, but not limited to, Commercial and Sport Fishing (COMM) or Shellfish Harvesting (SHELL).

OEHHA advisories would be the primary criteria for listing, since these actions are based upon risk assessments, but local agency advisories can be relied upon if they are based upon similar methodologies. In some cases, it may not be appropriate to list a water body as impaired even though an advisory has been issued (e.g., where an advisory covers a large geographic region, but the sampling data were limited to certain water bodies or where an advisory pertains to migratory or highly mobile species). Also, a water body need not be listed as impaired if more recent data or information indicate that designated beneficial uses are being attained and that the advisory is no longer representative of current conditions.

b. Contaminant concentrations measured in aquatic organisms exceed appropriate standards for protection of human health. Screening values developed by the OEHHA and the USEPA are appropriate. The current values are listed in Table 2.
Impairment would pertain to beneficial uses related to human consumption, including, but not limited to, Commercial and Sport Fishing (COMM) or Shellfish Harvesting (SHELL).

These values apply to muscle tissue (e.g., fillets) or edible flesh (e.g., whole mussels or clams) samples collected in all types of waters (marine, estuarine, fresh). A water body may be deemed impaired if the median value (50th percentile) or the weighted average of the bioaccumulation data set exceeds the screening for a particular contaminant. Temporal and spatial factors discussed in Section 4.1 should be considered. The number of organisms available for assessment purposes should be sufficiently representative of conditions in the water body.

The Regional Boards should review the assumptions used to develop the OEHHA and USEPA screening values and use different consumption rates or other factors based upon site-specific conditions to assess impairments if site-specific information is available.

c. Contaminant concentrations measured in aquatic organisms exceed appropriate standards for protection of wildlife. Screening values developed by the National Academy of Sciences and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service are appropriate. The current values are listed in Table 3 below. Impairment would pertain to beneficial uses related to maintenance of aquatic habitat or healthy aquatic communities, including, but not limited to, Warm Freshwater Habitat (WARM), Cold Freshwater Habitat (COLD), Inland Saline Water Habitat (SAL), Estuarine Habitat (EST), Wetland Habitat (WET), Marine Habitat (MAR) or Wildlife Habitat (WILD).

The values in Table 3 apply to whole body samples collected in all types of waters (marine, estuarine, fresh). A water body may be deemed as impaired if the median value (50th percentile) or the weighted average of the bioaccumulation data set exceeds the screening for a particular contaminant. Temporal and spatial factors discussed in section 4.1 should be considered. The number of organisms available for assessment purposes should be sufficiently representative of conditions in the water body.

---

10 If EPA or OEHHA change the applicable values, any new values should be used in lieu of those set forth in this document.

11 OEHHA uses a median when performing its human health risk assessments. A weighted average may also be appropriate when using analytical results from composites with differing numbers of individuals (i.e. the average of all composite results would be weighted by the number of individuals in each composite). Fish tissue criteria are generally based on long-term consumption of fish by humans or wildlife. Therefore, the pollutant concentration of a single individual fish consumed is not as critical as exposure from all fish consumed.
Table 2. Human Health Protection Criteria for Evaluation of Bioaccumulation Monitoring Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>OEHHA Screening Values(^{12})</th>
<th>USEPA Screening Values(^{13})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic</td>
<td>1.0 mg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium</td>
<td>3.0 mg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>0.3 mg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium</td>
<td>2.0 mg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tributyltin</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 mg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total DDT</td>
<td>100 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total PCBs</td>
<td>20 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total PAHs</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.47 µg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlordane (total)</td>
<td>30 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dieldrin</td>
<td>2.0 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endosulfan (total)</td>
<td>20,000 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endrin</td>
<td>1,000 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindane (gamma hexachlorocyclohexane)</td>
<td>30 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heptachlor epoxide</td>
<td>4.0 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexachlorobenzene</td>
<td>20 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirex</td>
<td></td>
<td>800 µg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxaphene</td>
<td>30 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diazinon</td>
<td>300 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorpyrifos</td>
<td>10,000 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disulfoton</td>
<td>100 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terbufos</td>
<td></td>
<td>80 µg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxyfluorfen</td>
<td></td>
<td>546 µg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethion</td>
<td>2,000 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioxin (TEQ)</td>
<td>0.3 ng/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{12}\) Brodberg, B. and G. Pollock, 1999, Prevalence of selected target chemical contaminants in sport fish from two California lakes: public health designed screening study, CalEPA, OEHHA, EPA Assistance Agreement No. CX 825856-01-0.

\(^{13}\) USEPA, 2000, Guidance for assessing contaminant data for use in advisories, Volume 1, Fish sampling and analysis, Third Edition, USEPA 823-B-00-007.
### Table 3. Wildlife Protection Criteria for Evaluation of Bioaccumulation Monitoring Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>NAS Guidelines(^{14})</th>
<th>USFWS Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.25 mg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td></td>
<td>15 mg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3 mg/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldrin</td>
<td>100 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total DDT</td>
<td>1,000 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total PCBs</td>
<td>500 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlordane (total)</td>
<td>100 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dieldrin</td>
<td>100 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endosulfan (total)</td>
<td>100 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endrin</td>
<td>100 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindane (gamma hexachlorocyclohexane)</td>
<td>100 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexachlorocyclohexane (total)</td>
<td>100 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heptachlor</td>
<td>100 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heptachlor epoxide</td>
<td>100 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxaphene</td>
<td>100 µg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.5 Determining Compliance with Numeric Bacteriological Water Quality Objectives

This section describes the process that each Regional Board should go through when assessing whether or not numeric bacteriological water quality objectives (BWQOs) set to protect Water Contact Recreation (REC-1), Non-contact Water Recreation (REC-2) (recreational uses) and Municipal and Domestic Supply (MUN) beneficial uses are attained. This section does not apply to assessment of narrative bacteriological objectives or other aspects of the water quality standards that may be impacted by bacteria.

**Background:**

Each Regional Board has numeric BWQOs in its Basin Plan that have been set to protect recreational and municipal water supply beneficial uses. However, these objectives are not consistent across Regional Boards. Assessing attainment of water quality standards requires comparison of analytical bacteria results to these objectives listed in the Regions' Basin Plans.

The purpose of this section is to propose policy language by which Regional Boards will achieve consistency statewide in assessing inland water bodies for recreational and municipal water supply beneficial uses.

**Recommendation 27:** The following data requirements and processes should be used in assessment of compliance with BWQOs.

1. **Data Requirements** (also see data requirements in Section 4.1):
   a) Information other than bacteriological water quality monitoring data such as information on postings, advisories and other observations should not be used as the basis for determining compliance with numeric BWQOs. Such information may be used to support conclusions reached through the analysis of the bacteriological data.
   b) Because bacteria data must be compared to Basin Plan standards that often include a 30-day geometric mean objective using no fewer than four or five samples, the preferred frequency of sampling for bacteria is weekly. Monthly data or a limited, non-routine data set (e.g., sampling frequency is less than once per month) can be used when coupled with an understanding of the watershed, including potential sources of the bacteria, and bacteria fate and transport processes. Furthermore, if a limited data set with a small sample size is used, Regional Boards should carefully consider the assessment criteria (i.e. exceedance frequencies) to ensure that an impairment decision is made based on the water quality impairment being recurrent or persistent (see 2a. below). Year-around data from both wet and dry conditions is preferable. Where possible, water body fact sheets should indicate which samples were collected during rain events. Some variability in sampling frequency is acceptable since budget constraints and other factors can affect monitoring programs.
   c) The day of the week when sampling takes place is inconsequential. However, systematic sampling is preferred, consistent with the USEPA’s 1986 recommendation for ambient water quality criteria for bacteria, which states that samples should be taken at evenly spaced intervals.

2. **Data Analyses:**
   a) The frequency of exceedance of bacteria objectives should be based on the Basin Plan objectives, or regional implementation procedures as contained in Basin Plans that are specific to bacteria objectives. Regional Boards should consider using appropriate statistical methods to determine whether applicable BWQOs are being met.
b) Data should be grouped and analyzed on an annual basis. Annual analysis should be done since bacteria levels can vary significantly depending on water year type. The seasonality of an impairment does not need to be specified unless a Basin Plan specifies a seasonal recreational use for a water body.

3. Water Quality Objectives, Permanent Postings, Extent of Application and Freshwater Beaches:

a) On the List, the pollutant listed should be “bacterial indicators” and, where appropriate, the specific analytical indicator(s) that demonstrated impairment should be listed. For example, if data indicate fecal coliform densities greater than the numeric objective, then the listing would be portrayed as bacterial indicators-fecal coliform.

b) With respect to permanent postings, posting of a water body indicates that there is a problem that may be temporary, intermittent or ongoing. If there are insufficient data to show that the problem is persistent or recurrent, these water bodies should not be listed.

c) With respect to engineered storm channels with limited public access and with potential REC-1 beneficial use designations, the numeric BWQOs set to protect REC-1 still need to be met unless a use attainability analysis is done to support removing the use designation or redesignating the water body with a conditional use.

4) Bacterial Indicators:

a) The indicator(s) used should be those used as BWQOs in the Regional Basin Plans or in statewide water quality control plans. Measurement of *E. coli* may be substituted for fecal coliform for comparison with fecal coliform objectives if local studies have been completed to determine the appropriate conversion factor to use and depending on the precision of the methods used (see Noble *et al.* 1999 for a comparison of laboratory analytical methods).

4.6 Nutrients

This section describes the factors that should be considered in evaluating compliance with nutrient-related narrative water quality objectives.

Recommendation 28: Several relevant parameters—listed in Table 4 and 5—may be useful for establishing nutrient listings. The utility of these parameters varies, based on our current state of knowledge, and on the directness of their linkage to nutrient-related beneficial use impairment. The process for listing and/or delisting water bodies for nutrient impairment is to utilize a weight of evidence approach using the parameters in Tables 4 and 5 below, as appropriate, for each beneficial use designation in combination with the decision process in the “Determining
Compliance with Water Quality Standards" flowcharts (Figures 1 and 2). Other scientifically defensible criteria may also be used.

Table 4 - Parameters To Be Used in Establishing Nutrient Impairment of a Lake or Reservoir*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beneficial Uses</th>
<th>Relevant Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>• Chlorophyll a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Inorganic Nitrogen (nitrate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Total Dissolved Solids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Total Nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Total Organic Carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Total Phosphorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transparency/Turbidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquatic life use support</td>
<td>• Biological Indicators (e.g., change from dominance by diatoms to dominance by blue-green algae)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Chlorophyll a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Dissolved Oxygen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Inorganic Nitrogen (ammonia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• pH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Total Nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Total Phosphorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transparency/Turbidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation/Aesthetics</td>
<td>• Algae cover (e.g., periphyton or floating mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Blooms of taste/odor-causing algae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Blooms of toxin-producing algae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Chlorophyll a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Inorganic Nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Macrophyte coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Total Nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Total Phosphorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transparency/Turbidity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Use “Determining Compliance with Water Quality Standards” flowcharts (Figures 1 and 2) in combination with this table.
Table 5 – Parameters To Be Used in Establishing Nutrient Impairment of a River or Stream*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beneficial Uses</th>
<th>Relevant Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>• Nitrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Soluble Reactive Phosphorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Total Nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Total Organic Carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquatic life use support</td>
<td>• Biological Indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Chlorophyll a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Dissolved Oxygen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Inorganic Nitrogen (ammonia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Periphyton Biomass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• pH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Soluble Reactive Phosphorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Total Nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation/Aesthetics</td>
<td>• Chlorophyll a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Inorganic Nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Periphyton Biomass (Algae cover)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Soluble Reactive Phosphorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Taste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Total Nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transparency/Turbidity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Use “Determining Compliance with Water Quality Standards” flowcharts (Figures 1 and 2) in combination with this table.

4.7 Temperature

This section presents a conceptual approach to determining whether elevated temperature levels are causing nonattainment of water quality standards.

Assessing whether a water body is meeting Regional and/or State temperature water quality objectives requires making a determination of natural receiving water temperatures. In most cases natural receiving water temperature is not defined; the Thermal Plan\textsuperscript{15} defines natural receiving water temperature as “The temperature of the receiving water at locations, depths, and times which represent conditions unaffected by any elevated temperature waste discharge or irrigation return waters.”

Determination of “natural receiving water” temperatures is limited by the availability of historic temperature monitoring data that is considered representative of unaltered (call it “natural”) conditions for a given water body. When current and historic data are available that show a change from “natural” or “historic” conditions for a given water body...
body in a manner or to a degree prohibited by applicable objectives, determination that temperature water quality objectives are not being met is fairly straightforward. However, when “historic” or “natural” temperature data are unavailable, alternative approaches must be considered to assess temperature impairment.

Recommendation 29: When data of sufficient quantity and quality (see Section 4.1 above) are available, a comparison of current and “historic” or “natural” water temperatures can be made to determine whether water quality objectives are being met. If the current temperature regime of COLD or WARM waters has been altered from the “natural” or “historic” temperature regime in a manner prohibited by the applicable objective, then the water quality objective is not being met and the water body shall be determined impaired by temperature. The provisions of the State Board’s Thermal Plan should also be considered.

When “historic” or “natural” temperature data are not available, alternative approaches must be employed to assess temperature impairment. One such approach is presented here. This approach is based on the assumption that the beneficial uses associated with aquatic life are most sensitive to modifications to natural temperature regimes. Other beneficial uses that may also be affected by temperature include recreation and aquaculture; other approaches for assessing temperature impairment may be more appropriate for these beneficial uses.

The approach presented here involves comparing recent temperature monitoring data for a given water body to the temperature requirements of aquatic life in the water body (see the flowchart following this discussion). In many cases fisheries, particularly salmonids, represent the beneficial uses most sensitive to temperature. For this approach, some information on the current and historic condition and distribution of the sensitive beneficial uses (e.g., fishery resources) in the water body is necessary, as well as recent temperature data reflective of conditions experienced by the most sensitive life stage of the aquatic life species. If temperature data from past (historic) periods corresponding to times when the beneficial use was fully supported are not available, information about presence/absence or abundance of sensitive aquatic life species can be used to infer past (historic) temperature conditions. Therefore, this approach is based on the assumption/hypothesis that a decrease in the population and distribution of the sensitive aquatic life species compared to past levels is due, at least in part, to a change in temperature conditions.

Determination of life stage temperature requirements of sensitive aquatic life species should be based on peer-reviewed literature. Similarly, evaluation of temperature data should be based on temperature metrics reflective of the temperature requirements for the sensitive aquatic life species. For example, a common metric for assessing chronic (i.e. sub-lethal) effects on salmonids is the maximum weekly average temperature (MWAT), the highest value of the 7-day moving average of temperature. In this case, the MWAT of a particular water
body can be compared to MWAT growth requirements for salmonids\(^\text{16}\). Another measure of temperature requirements is the upper lethal limit, an acute temperature threshold. These thresholds vary for different species, and should be determined based on peer-reviewed literature. Other relevant temperature metrics may also be considered.

In summary, in the absence of "historic" or "natural" temperature data, a determination of temperature impairment can be made when there is a documented decrease in the population and distribution of the sensitive aquatic life species compared to past levels, coupled with current temperatures outside of the life stage temperature requirements for the sensitive species.

\[^{16}\text{See, for example, Sullivan, K. et al. 2000. An Analysis of the Effects of Temperature on Salmonids of the Pacific Northwest with Implications for Selecting Temperature Criteria. Sustainable Ecosystem Institute.}\]
4.8 Sedimentation

This section presents an approach to determining whether increased sediment loads are causing nonattainment of water quality standards.

Increased sediment can cause nuisance, turbidity, and adverse effects on many beneficial uses. Interpreting applicable water quality objectives for sediment is difficult since these objectives are typically narrative-based on the existence of a nuisance or an adverse effect on beneficial use from increased sediment loads over natural levels. They are also expressed as numeric objectives based on turbidity (a condition that has a variety of causes).

Regional Boards face a variety of challenges when determining whether a water body is impaired by sediment. Data that characterize conditions of beneficial use impairment or of excess sediment often do not lend themselves to conventional measures of data quality. Also, given the natural variability in sediment supply and transport capacity, representativeness of data is difficult to establish. Regional Boards face additional challenges in determining cause and effect relationships for sediment, since changes in sediment supply, transport capacity and channel form can produce similar effects in a water body. Linking these effects to an impact on a beneficial use is a further complication. Sediment is often one of many pollutants or forms of pollution potentially affecting beneficial uses associated with aquatic life. In those cases, it may be more appropriate to list for biological impairment, rather than for sediment, and follow up with a limiting factor analysis.

Background:

1. Water quality objectives are narrative for suspended sediment and settleable material and based on prohibitions against adverse affects to beneficial uses or causing “nuisance.” Numeric and narrative standards for turbidity also exist, with narrative standards taking the form described above, and numeric standards involving an allowable amount above “natural” background.

2. Channel form and sediment deposits reflect a dynamic balance between sediment supply and transport capacity. Transport capacity is influenced by: a) streamflow; b) channel slope and cross-section; and c) channel roughness; or elements that concentrate or disperse flow energy. Land and water use activities each may cause significant changes to sediment supply and transport capacity greatly complicating correct determination of cause(s) for sedimentation (e.g., sediment supply, channel modification, flow alteration).

3. Scientific understanding of linkage between sediment supply and specific impacts to aquatic species in a given watershed is often poor because habitat conditions in streams are shaped not just by sediment load, but also by the interactions of streamflow, sediment, and in-channel and streamside vegetation and obstructions.
Recommendation 30: Waters shall be listed based on sufficient credible data and information that indicate that water quality standards for sediment are not met, or that impacts to beneficial uses occur and are caused by sediment. A water body will be listed if any one of the following conditions is met:

1. Beneficial use impairment caused by increased sediment loads.
2. Nuisance caused by sediment loads (CWC, Section 13050).
3. Exceedance of turbidity objective, where turbidity is caused by increased suspended sediment loads.

The first condition requires a) evidence of beneficial use impacts, and b) evidence that the impacts are caused by increased sediment loads. If adverse sediment conditions are caused by changes in the flow regime, channel configuration, or reasons other than increased sediment supply, Regional Boards should list for these conditions in addition to sediment. Evidence of beneficial use impacts must include documentation of adverse biological responses, degradation of aquatic life populations or communities, or restrictions on recreation, navigation, or other beneficial uses. Comparison to reference conditions within watersheds or ecoregions would be appropriate to establish these effects, as would documented declines in aquatic organism populations and aquatic community diversity. Evidence that the beneficial use effects are caused by sediment must describe the link between the documented impact and the presence of sediment in the water, or stored in the channel. This evidence must include documented occurrence of conditions that are recognized by the scientific community as having the impacts observed. For example, the filling of a stream's pools with fine sediment has been shown through scientific research to reduce rearing opportunities for certain fish and, as a consequence, to reduce their populations. Where no single condition is compelling, multiple lines of evidence may be relied upon to support the determination that an impact has occurred, or that the impact is caused by sediment.

Nuisance conditions must be documented through visual assessment or other methods conducted in a manner consistent with quality assurance practices for reducing error and subjectivity.

Water bodies should not be listed for sediment based on turbidity unless it can be demonstrated that the cause of increased turbidity is an increased delivery of sediment. For example, increased turbidities that are related to reservoir releases should not lead to a sediment listing.

Determinations that Basin Plan turbidity objectives are exceeded due to increased delivery of sediment will be based on:

- Data collected from the waterbody over a period of time that accounts for the variable nature of sediment delivery and transport.
Temporal representation: allow Regional Boards to establish on a case-by-case basis the temporal representativeness of the samples used to assess standards attainment. If the majority of samples are collected on a single day or during short-term natural events, the data shall not be used as the primary data set to support the listing.

For drinking water: A documented increasing trend in turbidity-based closures of intakes to municipal supply system.

4.9 Habitat, channel, and flow modification

This section presents an approach to determining whether habitat, channel, or flow modifications are causing nonattainment of water quality standards.

Habitat, channel, or flow modification may affect attainment of water quality standards under two sets of circumstances: (1) situations where these three factors cause direct impairment of beneficial uses, and (2) situations where these three factors influence one or more water quality parameters (e.g., temperature or sediment) and these impacted water quality parameters lead to impairment of beneficial uses.

Although they may affect beneficial use attainment, habitat modification, channel modification, and flow modification are not listed in Basin Plans as water quality objectives. (In some cases waste discharge prohibitions may affect habitat and channel modification.) The central question in assessment is whether waters should be listed as impaired by these factors when beneficial uses are clearly impaired by factors other than those included as water quality objectives in the Basin Plans. Some examples relevant to habitat, channel, and flow modification would be as follows:

- watercourses which do not support beneficial uses such as COLD, REC1 and REC-2, and SPWN solely because of flow depletion from dams and diversions
- watercourses which do not support beneficial uses solely because of channel modifications such as concrete lining of the channel
- watercourses that do not support beneficial uses solely because of impacts from invasive species such as arundo, hydrilla, and Caulerpa taxifolia.

Recommendation 31: Water bodies that have beneficial uses that are impaired due to factors such as lack of flow, degraded aquatic habitat, and physical changes to stream channels should be identified on the List.

4.10 Biological Monitoring and Assessments

This section discusses how biological monitoring and assessment information should be considered in determining whether a surface water is attaining water quality standards.
Bioassessment provides a tool for measurement of stream community health through population diversity, population composition (% taxa pollution tolerant, % taxa pollution intolerant), and other metrics that furnish measures of the health and integrity of the population. Biological assessment can include assessment of benthic macroinvertebrate, fish, and/or algal communities. The analysis of community composition can provide a direct assessment of instream biological integrity, and provides an opportunity to identify indicator species, i.e., species that respond predictably or characteristically in the presence or absence of degraded conditions.

Recommendation 32:

The assessment process below should be followed until biological standards (biocriteria) have been incorporated into a Regional Board’s Basin Plan. After that time these standards would necessarily guide listing decisions for the affected geographic areas. Regional Boards (especially the larger Regions) will probably adopt biocriteria for one or a few areas at a time, not for the whole Region at once. After the biocriteria are adopted for a specific area, watershed, ecoregion or waterbody type, those established biocriteria would guide listing or delisting decisions for that area only. The remainder of the Region (for which no biocriteria have yet been adopted) would still follow the process below.

When the situation does not fit these guidelines, the situation should be assessed and the deviation from the standardized guidelines should be explained and documented.

- Identify appropriate reference sites within watersheds or ecoregions if in existence. Document methods for selection of reference sites.
- Conduct bioassessment sampling at reference sites using the most appropriate method(s) and index period(s). Document sampling methods, index periods, and Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) procedures for the habitat being sampled and question(s) being asked. (Waters that do not have reference sites can still be sampled as baseline points for later trend analysis. Subsequent samplings can be compared to the initial sample conditions to determine trends toward further deterioration or improvement).
- Calculate biological metrics for reference sites, and develop Index of Biological Integrity (IBI) if possible.
- Conduct bioassessment sampling at other sites, and compare to reference condition or IBI if in existence. Evaluate physical habitat data and other water quality data, when available, to support any conclusion of impairment or nonimpairment. When data are available, use the “triad approach” of biologic, chemical, and toxicity testing to support conclusions inferred from biological signals.

• Consult with qualified scientists to interpret data and incorporate their professional judgement. Attempt to obtain letters of agreement or other forms of peer review for the Regional Board's conclusions about water quality impairment(s) based on bioassessment data.

• Express bioassessment data using the most appropriate metrics. This could be different for each IBI or reference condition.

• Interpret case-by-case when necessary and explain and justify any deviations from the statewide approach.

5 AB 982 PUBLIC ADVISORY GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS

This section reviews the Regional Board recommendations on the Listing Policy relative to recommendations made by the AB 982 Public Advisory Group (PAG). The summaries of PAG issues below refer to issues identified in the July 2002 PAG Meeting Summary, and to comments by the PAG's "regulated" and "environmental" caucuses on State Board staff's July 2002 Concept Paper. The meeting summary and comments were included in the agenda packet for the PAG's October 22, 2002 meeting.

Scope of List and Policy

1. PAG Issue: The regulated caucus supports integration of the Clean Water Act Section 303(d) and 305(b) assessment processes. It supports the Concept Paper's direction for a multipart Section 303(d) list, but believes that the 303(d) list itself should only include waters for which TMDLs will be developed. The environmental caucus opposes a multipart list or separate lists and states that waters must stay on the list until they meet standards.

   Regional Board Recommendations: The Regional Board recommendations center on a single "impaired waters" List, with a supporting database. The list and database would include waters requiring TMDLs and other types of impaired waters. If USEPA's regulations change to require a more circumspect list, the proposed single list structure would be amenable to extracting whichever waters are necessary to fulfill USEPA requirements. The Section 305(b) assessment process is outside of the scope of the Regional Board recommendations. Delisting is addressed in Recommendations 5, 11, and 13.

2. PAG Issue: The regulated caucus supports a "watch list" and policy direction on criteria for inclusion of waters on this list. The environmental caucus opposes use of a "monitoring priority list" or "probable clean waters list." The July meeting summary implies that some PAG members support the concept of "promoting" monitoring list waters to the 303(d) list if no additional data become available.

References to the Regional Board or Regional Boards are to the staff of the Regional Boards and do not reflect findings made or policies adopted by the Boards themselves.
Regional Board Recommendations: The concept of a “watch list” or “monitoring priority list” is outside of the scope of the current recommendations. The Regional Boards may provide separate recommendations on this issue at a later date.

3. **PAG Issue:** The environmental caucus states that the policy should not incorporate guidance on beneficial use dedesignation or water quality standards revisions.

Regional Board Recommendations: The Regional Boards favor exclusion of these topics from the policy (Recommendation 2) as they are relevant to standards setting, not standards attainment.

**Reassessment of the Earlier Section 303(d) List**

1. **PAG Issue:** PAG members have expressed concern about revision of the current Section 303(d) list under the new policy. The regulated caucus supports a one-time reassessment of all waters on the 2002 list. The environmental caucus believes that the policy should be applied to new listings only and that current listings should be evaluated as they come up in priority order.

2. **Regional Board Recommendations:** The Regional Boards support review of waters on the current (2002) Section 303(d) list for consistency with the new policy within the first two listing cycles following adoption of the new policy. The Regional Boards believe the List should be consistent with the new policy, but that the State and Regional Boards’ resources should not be unduly diverted from other important responsibilities to do so. See Recommendations 3 and 11.

**Priority Ranking and Schedules**

1. **PAG Issue:** The regulated caucus supports the Concept Paper’s priority ranking criteria and suggests that point source TMDLs be addressed first to minimize problems with interim permit conditions. This caucus supports a connection between priority ranking and scheduling, and recommends that explanations for priority ranking be included in water body fact sheets.

Regional Board Recommendations: The Regional Boards’ recommended priority ranking criteria are somewhat different from those in the Concept Paper, and the Boards also recommend that priorities and schedules should not be connected (Recommendations 14 and 15). The Regional Boards’ recommendations are for prioritized actions to address impairment. While scheduling will necessarily consider a water’s priority, scheduling involves a host of other administrative and practical considerations which are not encompassed in the process of identifying which waters are impaired waters, and their importance. Section 8 of
Recommendation 21 lists information to be included in fact sheets; this list does not currently include discussion of priority ranking.

**Solicitation/"Readily Available Data"/Data Screening**

1. **PAG Issue:** The regulated caucus supports approval of the list by both the State and Regional Boards, but opposes restrictions on the provision of new information at each stage of the process before State Board approval. The environmental caucus supports “transparency and consistency” in the assessment process.

   *Regional Board Recommendations:* The Regional Boards recommend formal action on an impaired waters List by both the State and Regional Boards (Recommendations 8 and 9). The solicitation process is discussed in Section 3.1. The Regional Board recommendations are silent on whether new information/data should be accepted after the close of the solicitation process.

2. The regulated caucus supports the Concept Paper’s Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) requirements for data submittals. It suggests clarification that ambient receiving water data and information are the primary types of data to be used in the listing process. The caucus believes that “anecdotal information” should be used for listing only with additional supporting data or information. It recommends addition of local public agencies and watershed groups to the list of parties to be solicited.

   *Regional Board Recommendations:* Section 4.1 (Recommendation 23) outlines general considerations related to the quality, quantity, and spatial and temporal representativeness of data to be used in the assessment process. The recommendations related to specific pollutants or stressors assume that data for all media (e.g., sediment and tissue data) will be used to evaluate impairment whenever they are available and of acceptable quality/quantity for use in the assessment process. Section 4.1 states that data and information not supported by a Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) cannot be used by themselves to support listing or delisting, but may only be used to corroborate other data and information with appropriate QAPPs. Recommendation 19 states that the policy should specify certain categories of stakeholders be solicited, including government agencies and the public.

3. **PAG Issue:** The environmental caucus supports use of “reasonable” QA/QC guidance. This caucus recommends that Regional Boards actively seek out data rather than considering only data provided in response to solicitation. It also supports use of all data, regardless of age, and states that Regional Boards should establish requirements for spatial and temporal representation and minimum sample numbers on a case-by-case basis.
Regional Board Recommendations: Section 4.1 includes recommendations on QA/QC and on spatial and temporal representativeness of data. Recommendation 19 states that the policy should describe the types of information and data that will, at a minimum, be considered readily available. Recommendation 17 states that data not provided in response to the solicitation will not be considered readily available.

Assessment Methodology

1. **PAG Issue:** The regulated caucus supports development of a California-specific weight of evidence approach for assessment, drawing on many elements of work done in other states.

Regional Board Recommendations: The Regional Board recommendations encompass a “weight of evidence” approach that must be undertaken in the context of the applicable water quality standards. For example, see Recommendation 25.

2. **PAG Issue:** The regulated caucus supports the use of water body-specific information for listing as opposed to the use of modeled or projected information.

Regional Board Recommendations: The Regional Board recommendations do allow for listing on the basis of modeled or projected information in the absence of water body-specific evidence of impairment in some circumstances.

Documentation

1. **PAG Issue:** The regulated caucus recommends that the policy require all data to be reviewed and presented in the Section 305(b) report. Data not used for assessment of impairment should be included in the report with comments on why they were not used. The regulated caucus recommends that fact sheets provide information on the degree or magnitude of exceedance of standards.

The environmental caucus states that any documentation approach must be comprehensive enough to accommodate all types of data; the documentation approach should not have the indirect effect of excluding or making it difficult to submit a particular type of available data. The environmental caucus also recommends documentation of reasons for list deletions/rejections.

Regional Board Recommendations: The Section 305(b) report and the use of “leftover” data and information are outside of the scope of the Regional Board recommendations on policy direction for an impaired waters List. Recommendation 21 includes procedures for tracking information received in response to solicitation, and proposes the preparation of fact sheets for all water bodies recommended for listing, delisting, or changing existing 303(d) list information. Recommendation 21 (9) also recommends that fact sheets be
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prepared for waters not proposed for listing, when some data or information indicated non-attainment of standards. Recommendation 21 (8), concerning the contents of fact sheets, does not specifically address magnitude of exceedance.

2. *PAG Issue:* The environmental caucus supports “leveraging” of the SB72 statewide stormwater reporting format.

*Regional Board Recommendations:* Recommendation 21 addresses the contents of fact sheets but not their format.

**Listing, Delisting and “Not Listing” Factors**

1. *PAG Issue:* The regulated caucus supports not listing for beneficial use impairment alone or exceedance of an objective alone (e.g., waters would not be listed if data showed no impairment of beneficial uses, even if violations of water quality objectives occurred). The environmental caucus opposes this concept. The regulated caucus supports (and the environmental caucus opposes) the Concept Paper’s proposal not to list for short-term events.

*Regional Board Recommendations:* Section 4.1 describes procedures for assessment of impairment in relation to water quality objectives, beneficial uses, and antidegradation considerations. California’s water quality standards include all three of these factors, and nonattainment related to any one factor should be considered impairment. The Regional Boards recommend that waters should not be listed if the nonattainment of standards is not persistent or recurrent. Waters would not be listed on the basis of spills or other one-time events if such events do not create persistent impairment, however evidence of such events must be included in the evaluation process.

2. *PAG Issue:* The environmental caucus believes that the policy should make it easy to list waters and hard to delist them, and that there should be separate criteria for each process. The caucus supports delisting for clearly faulty data but also wants affirmative data/information to show that the water body is not impaired.

*Regional Board Recommendations:* The Regional Boards propose using essentially the same factors and assessment process to delist (or not list) as to list (Recommendations 5 and 13). Waters would be listed if standards are not attained, and delisted or not listed if standards are attained. Considerations related to data quality/quantity and temporal/spatial representativeness would be the same for listing and delisting.

3. *PAG Issue:* The regulated caucus supports delisting when the impairment is due to natural conditions, and states that naturally impaired waters should be placed on a watch list to allow reevaluation of water quality standards. It also suggests special consideration for drought as a natural condition.
Regional Board Recommendations: The Regional Boards’ recommended process for evaluating whether waters are attaining standards does not include an assessment of the source of the pollutants or pollution as a listing factor. (Recommendation 23).

Narrative Objectives

1. **PAG Issue:** The regulated caucus recommends that numeric criteria or guidelines should not be used in evaluation of narrative water quality objectives unless and until they are adopted as numeric objectives. The policy should include a process to determine when a water body is impaired based on narrative objectives, and translator mechanisms should follow the direction in Basin Plans.

Regional Board Recommendations: Recommendation 2 opposes the inclusion of direction on revision of standards in the policy. Section 4.1 provides general direction on selection of criteria for use in assessing compliance with narrative objectives and recommends the use of any specific direction in Basin Plans on determining compliance with water quality objectives. Some of the recommendations (e.g., Recommendation 26) address the use of certain criteria in preference to others.

2. **PAG Issue:** The regulated caucus disagrees with listing solely on the basis of Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) data, exceedance of drinking water Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs), beach postings/closures, and fish/shellfish consumption advisories. It is opposed to the use of trend data in Section 303(d) assessment and states that the Section 305(b) assessment and the State’s Continuing Planning Process are the appropriate vehicles to address trends. The caucus also recommends that toxicity and nuisance should not be used as the basis for listing and that adverse biological response should not be used as the basis for listing unless there is a connection with a specific pollutant.

Regional Board Recommendations: The Regional Board recommendations do not address listing on the basis of TRI data alone; since the TRI provides only source data, listing would not be appropriate without water-body specific evidence of impairment. Regarding MCLs, all Basin Plans contain a “Chemical Constituents” objective that applies MCLs to ambient waters. If assessment of an ambient water body using the procedures in Section 4.1 shows violation of this objective, the water body should be considered impaired. Regarding the other listing/delisting factors mentioned in the regulated caucus comments, the Regional Boards support their use under specific circumstances. The use of consumption advisories is discussed in Recommendation 26. The use of toxicity data is discussed in both Recommendations 24 and 25. Recommendations 29 and 30 discuss the use of trend analysis for temperature and sediment issues.
Numeric Objectives and Binomial Model

1. **PAG Issue:** The regulated caucus supports use of the binomial model discussed in the Concept Paper for assessment of compliance with standards. The environmental caucus believes that assessment should use a variety of factors, and that one strategy such as the binomial model should not “trump” others.

   **Regional Board Recommendations:** As noted in Section 1, the Regional Boards are opposed to the exclusive use of the binomial model, since its use can be inconsistent with the manner in which most of California’s water quality objectives are expressed. A more flexible process for assessing compliance with standards is proposed in Section 4.1.

2. **PAG Issue:** Regarding listing for violation of bacteria objectives, the regulated caucus supports the use of a consistent trigger value that distinguishes between wet and dry weather conditions.

   **Regional Board Recommendations:** Section 4.5 includes direction for fact sheets to note bacteria samples that were collected during rain events. However, it recommends that data should be grouped and analyzed on an annual basis, and that the seasonality of an impairment does not need to be specified unless a Basin Plan specifies a seasonal recreational use for a water body.

**6 Potential Issues for Further Discussion**

[This section is reserved pending TMDL Roundtable resolution of additional issues to address.]
Figure 1. Decision Process for Determining Compliance with Numeric and Narrative Water Quality Objectives, and Attainment of Beneficial Uses

Data Quality Assessment

7a. Identify land uses, subwatersheds, tributaries, or dischargers that could be contributing the pollutant to the waterbody.

7b. Identify stream reaches or subcatchments that may have different pollutant levels based on significant differences in land use, tributary inflow, or discharge items.

7c. Aggregate the data by appropriate reaches or based on evaluation in 7a. and 7b.

7d. Identify issues related to the temporal representativeness of the data.

Data Quality Assessment

6a. Data/information has been collected and analyzed by a local, state, or federal government agency or private entity, or university. RB staff has reviewed the QAPP and QAQC and they are found to be acceptable.

6b. Data/information has been collected by a citizen group, private entity, or university. RB staff has reviewed the QAPP & QAQC and they are found to be acceptable.

6c. Use credible data directly, other data only in conjunction with credible data.

Criteria Selection

2. Is there an adopted numeric WQO/WQC for the pollutant & b.u. in that water body?

3a. Identify the applicable numeric WQO/WQC for the pollutant & b.u. in that water body.

3b. Identify the applicable beneficial use indicator (narrative WQOs or other indicators).

4. Identify local, state, or federal numeric criteria or guidelines or other numeric endpoints that represent protection of the beneficial use or attainment of the narrative objective.

5. Select criteria or guidelines to assess numeric data based on the following:
   2. Federal criteria/guidelines
   3. Other criteria or interpretive endpoints considered appropriate by the Regional Board.

Specific justification must be given for selecting criteria to be consistent with the hierarchy. For category 3 criteria, a description of the relationship between the criteria, beneficial use, and pollutant/pollutant limits is required.

Water Body Assessment

10. Answer the following for each distinct reach/stream. Does the available data/information indicate that the applicable numeric w.q.o., narrative w.q.o., or other b.u. indicator is not being attained? Does the available data indicate that the pollutant/pollution problem is persistent or recurrent? Factors that would suggest numeric w.q.o., narrative w.q.o., or other b.u. indicator is attained

- More recent data indicate selected criteria or numeric w.q.o. met
- Data/information indicates pollutant conditions observed in past are not likely to recur
- Observed frequency of exceedance of criteria/guidelines or numeric w.q.o. is within parameters allowed by criteria/guidelines or numeric w.q.o.
- Exceedances of criteria/guidelines are a result of a one-time spill or unique event that is not likely to recur

Factors that would suggest further assessment is needed

- Temporal distribution of data is limited for media being considered
- Data points are too few to determine whether problem is persistent or recurrent

Further assessment is needed

Water quality objectives are NOT being met

Water quality objectives are being met

Document basis for the assessment determination.
Figure 2. Decision Process for Determining Compliance with Antidegradation Requirements

Criteria Selection

1. Identify the pollutant/pollution, waterbody & b.a. being considered

2. Has the Regional Board previously determined that degradation of water quality is in the best interest of the people of the State for the pollutant & b.a. in that water body?

3.a. Are data available to determine the appropriate "non-degraded" condition by which degradation can be measured? Degradation can be assessed spatially (by comparing different parts of the same water) or temporally (by evaluating trends at a specific site in a water).

3.b. Determine if narrative objectives, numeric objectives, and beneficial uses are being attained.

4. Identify and select appropriate metric or condition by which to assess whether degradation has occurred.

Data Quality Assessment

5.a. Data/information has been collected and analyzed by a local, state, or federal government agency according to their established QVQC.

5.b. Data/information has been collected by a citizen group, private entity, or university. RB staff has reviewed the QAPP & QVQC and they are found to be acceptable.

5.c. Use credible data directly, other data only in conjunction with credible data.

Water Body Assessment

10. Answer the following for each distinct reaches. Does the available data/information indicate that degradation is occurring?

Factors that would suggest degradation is not occurring
- More recent data indicates water quality conditions are better than in the past.
- Degradation is a result of a one-time spill or unique event that is not likely to recur.
- Factors that would suggest further assessment is needed
  - Temporal distribution of data is limited for media being considered.
  - Data points are too few to determine whether there is a trend (spatial or temporal) of declining water quality.
  - Scatter of the data makes it difficult to determine whether there is a trend (spatial or temporal) of declining water quality.

Degradation is occurring:
- Document basis for the assessment determination.

Degradation is not occurring:
- Further assessment is needed.

Data Quantity Assessment

1. Identify and select appropriate metric or condition by which to assess whether degradation has occurred.

2. Has the Regional Board previously determined that degradation of water quality is in the best interest of the people of the State for the pollutant & b.a. in that water body?

3.a. Are data available to determine the appropriate "non-degraded" condition by which degradation can be measured? Degradation can be assessed spatially (by comparing different parts of the same water) or temporally (by evaluating trends at a specific site in a water).

3.b. Determine if narrative objectives, numeric objectives, and beneficial uses are being attained.

4. Identify and select appropriate metric or condition by which to assess whether degradation has occurred.

5.a. Data/information has been collected and analyzed by a local, state, or federal government agency according to their established QVQC.

5.b. Data/information has been collected by a citizen group, private entity, or university. RB staff has reviewed the QAPP & QVQC and they are found to be acceptable.

5.c. Use credible data directly, other data only in conjunction with credible data.

6. Identify stream reaches or land use areas that have different pollutant levels based on significant differences in land use, tributary inflow, or discharge inputs.

7.a. Identify land uses, subwatersheds, tributaries, or dischargers that could be contributing the pollutant to the waterbody.

7.b. Identify stream reaches or land use areas based on evaluation in 7.a. and 7.b.

7.c. Aggregate the data by appropriate reach/areas based on evaluation in 7.a. and 7.b.

8. Identify issues related to the temporal representativeness of the data.

9. If necessary, transform the data in a manner consistent with how the criteria/guideline is expressed.